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Curris Hearing Continues

Regents Hear Second Charge

HEARING CONTINUES — Additional testimony was given today at
the Murray State University Board of Regents hearing against the
sshool's president, Dr. Constantine W. Curris. Those testifying today
included Dr. Marshall Gordon (top photo), vice president for university services and acting president; Murray Mayor Melvin B. Henley;
Murray Fire Chief Jackie Cooper; Norman Lane, director of the
university center for regional services; and Curris. The hearing began
Saturday.

CCHS, MHS Tops In
Regional Speech Event
Calloway County High School and
Murray High School placed first and
second, respectively, in the state
regional speech championships Saturday at Murray State University.
In winning the event for the ninth
straight year, the Takers totalled 193
points and qualified 35 entries in the
state tournament in April 3-4.
Murray High finished with 168
points and will send 28 entries to the
state.
Trigg County placed third with 113.
Also, Calloway County Junior High
( ninth grade) placed first with 169
points and Calloway Middle second
with 141 points in the junior high division.
All regional participants receiving
superior ratings qualify for the state.
Those qualifying for Calloway were. Jenise
Boyd. Vincent Alton. Kim Weatherford and Mike
Jackson, analysis of public address. Lows Zimmerman, broadcasting Terry Bourland and Phil
Orr, debate,
Louis Zimmerman, Kenneth Futrell. Kelly
Crouse and Keith Ford. discussion, Sandy Jeffrey
and Chnsty Hale. dramatic literature -- serious;
Teresa Lawrence, Earl Brown and Sandy Jeffrey,
dramatic literature — humorous,
Teresa I,iwrence and Scott Coleman, Karen
Carroway and Ben Brumley, Mane Brantley and
Mickey Hutson. duo acting. Keith Ford, Vincent
Alton, Jenise Boyd and Kenneth Futrell. externporaneo.speaking.
Lanesa Jones. Mike Jackson, Kim Weatherford
and Marcia Cunrungham. oratory; Teresa
Stuckey. Cindy Banell and Ie.Hale. poetry.Cindy Bazoell. Ignesa Jones and Marcia Cunningham, prose. and Phil Orr, Mickey Hutson and
Ben Brumley.
Those qualifying for Murray were Whitney

Taylor, Charles Cella. Karen Hamsworth and
Natalie Simpson. discussion: Tarry Cavitt and
Kelhe Overbey. Kim ()les and Gus Moore. Mike
Childress and Kate Shepard, Matt Harrington and
Carol Spann,duo acting,
Lewis Bossing. Kellie Overbey, Sandra Whaley*
and Kim Oles, dramatic interpretation, Bill Bussing. Mike Childress and David Boyd. humorous interpretation. Allison Sears, Lisa Russell and
Amanda Hammack, prose interpretation.
Lisa Mikulcik, Erin O'Brien and Kate Shepard.
poetry interpretation, Lisa Russell and Sandra
Whaley, storytelling. Tarry Cavitt and Amanda
Hammack,broadcasting , Lewis Bussing, oratory,
Charles Cella. boys extemporaneous speaking.
and Natalie Simpson. girls extemporanems speakThe Laker ninth graders will send 31 entries to
the state They include Tim Williams and Paula
Warren. broadcasting. Craig Kelly and Evy Jarrett, debate Renee Taylor. folylinda Mitchell, Alan
MeClard and Gina Brown, discussion; Kelly
Dewitt, Anne Barnes. Sherri Mills and Tina Overby, dramatic literature,
Tina Overby and Shern Milts. Annie Hansen and
Lori Burkeen, duo acting, Evy Jarrett, Alan McClard and Gina Brown,extemporaneous speaking,
ion Burk,'" Teresa Parker and Amy Shroader.
monologue.
Paula Warren. Janie Boggs and Rhonda
Watkins. poetry. Angie Marshall. prose; Bill
Chaney, Renee Taylor, Mylinda Mitchell and
Teresa Cavitt, public speaking. and Charles
Cathay, Greg Douglas, Mark Cooper and Tim
Williams. storytelling.
Calloway County Middle School, seventh and
eighth graders, qualifying for state competition
were Regina Peeler, broadcasting, Tim Weatherford, discussion, Karen Adams, dramatic
literature; Molly Imes and Michelle Marine, Candi
Glass and Liz Bailey. Emily Dunn and Stephanie
Welch,duo acting;
Dawn Hale, Shaun Racy and Molly Imes,
monologue, Roger Tucker and Melonie Futrell,
poetry Vona Darnell, Mark Barrel! and Stacy
Wuest, public speaking. and Shaun Bury,
Stephanie Welch and Sherri Hasty, storytelling.
The Calloway teams are coached by Larry
England, Wanda Johnson and Pat Lassiter. and
the Mirrai team c. coached by Mark Etherton

KWW Banquet Tickets On Sale
Tickets for the Kentucky Western
Tickets are also available at the
Waterland annual dinner on April 9 KWW office on Highway 62 at Lake Cimay be purchased in all eight counties ty. Reservations can be made by callof the KWW region. Organization ing 362-4282, and tickets may be pickboard members have tickets ed up at the door.
available and will take reservations.
The event fvill begin at 6:30 p.m. at
the Kentucky Dam Convention
In Calloway County tickets or reser- Center. A short regional slide presenvations may be obtained by contac- tation will be shown prior to the
7
ting: Tom Brown at Lynhurst Resort, o'clock dinner. Coach Joe B. Hall
will
Grayson McClure at Happy Holiday highlight the program,
and
Travel, Max Hurt at 489-2405, or Dick autographed basketballs will
be aucHoffman at Hoffman Nursery.
timed. The public is invited to attend.
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mostly clear
Mostly clear tonight, low in
the low to mid 50s. Partly sunny, windy and very warm Tuesday with a chance of showers
and thunderstorms in the afternoon.
Extended Forecast
Dry and mild Wednesday and
Thursday with chance of rain on
Friday.
Lake Levels
Lake Barkley
355.50
Kentucky Lake
355.48

Six members of the Murray State
The regents attorneys called tout blenis addressed on is
day-to-day
The first ploy to surface Saturday
University Board of Regents heard persons to testify On the fire protec- basis on campus
should necessarily was an unsuccessful attempt to reseat
the second of nine charges against the tion charge today. Witnesses were be pointed out
to the regents.
the four members of the board banned
school's president Dr. Constantine W. Murray F'ire Chief Jackie Cooper,
Curris denied that he set the by the Circuit Court
ruling. Harold
Curris this morning as hearings Murray Mayor Melvin B. Henley. priorities on
requesting money from Hurt, representing the regents, claim;
entered the second day.
MSU vice president Marshall Gordon, the state fund, adding
that such ed the temporary injunction issued by
The charge heard thit morning and Norman Lane, director of the priorities are
set by a committee Keith could not be enforced until
Curstated that Curris, "through neglect university's center for regional ser- headed
by MSU vice president ris had posted a surety bond,
as reand refusal to perform his duty to pro- vices.
Richard Gray.
quired by law to protect the
vide Murray State University with
Curris was the only witness to
Also in his defense, Curris said he defendents.
adequate fire protection, failed and testify on his behalf.
responded to a request from the Mur
"I feel the counsel for Di. Curris
refused to carry out his duties when
Testimony revealed that Cooper ray City Council asking for
the status has been negligent in not posting an
he unilaterally refused the request of had written Curris in December 1979 of the grant
proposal in October and injunctive bond," Hurt told the
the City of Murray for assistance in requesting the university's assistance invited city
officials to meet with regents.
the purchase of fire fighting equip- in obtaining funds from the state university
personnel on the problem
Logan quickly pointed out that the
ment capable of reaching all buildings Department of Insurance's Fire, but, to date, has
not been contacted by judge had not included a bond amount
on campus so as to prevent a possible Flood and Tornado fund that could be any Murray
officials about the mat- in the order and that Curia was ready
disaster in connection with the univer- utilized in the purchase of a combina- ter.
to post such a bond as soon as Keith
sity's high-rise buildings. This refusal tion pumper-articulating tower truck
Gordon had testified that a letter he set the amount.
was in spite of the fact that potential for the fire department.
received from Curris in January' of
"Until such a bond is required, this
funds were available for such a purCooper's letter claimed that the ap- 1980 indicated the president wanted
order in my judgment is not effecchase."
paratus was needed to adequately the university to cooperate with the
ci- tive," MSU attorney James Overby
Witnesses testified Saturday in con- fight fires in the school's dorms and to ty on the
matter but that Curris did told board chairman Ron Christophe
r
nection with a charge that Curris had rescue residents who might become not lean
toward the purchase of a fire and the other regents seated.
"abused his position ... by attempting trapped on the upper floors.
truck for the city as the number one
Following a 30 minute recess, reto interfere with judicial processes of
Gordon, Lane and Henley all priority for MSU.
quested by Curris attorneys, during
Calloway County and the Com- related information to the board about
Henley told the board that he and which Keith was
contacted by
monwealth of Kentucky by attemp- what they knew of the status of the re- Curris had
talked about the matter. telephone, the hearing continued
ting to have felony criminal charges quest.
"He indicated to me he had other despite objections
by the attorneys
dismissed."
Curris later testified that he had priorities for this money
such as representing the board.
The regents, on a 6-4 vote, preferred been informed by off cials in sprinklers ... if
that was his judgment
nI
have never heard of bond being
nine charges against Curris March 14 Frankfort that no additional money that was good
enough for me," Henley set over the telephone," Overby said.
in an effort to oust him from office. A was currently available from the fund said.
"I don't even know if that was Judge
suit filed by Curris, heard by special and that they did not know when, or if,
Curris testified that he "did not Keith on the telephone.
"
Judge J. Paul Keith Jr. in Calloway such funds would become available refuse to help
the city."
On recommendation from Overby,
Circuit Court last week, resulted in again. He indicated that was his
Prior to the recess for lunch, some who told the board
as a "practical
four of the six board members who reason the official request was never members of
the board indicated that matter" and "in the interest
of movvoted to bring charges against Curris forwarded to Frankfort.
they wished to continue the hearing ing on" the hearing
should continue,
being enjoined from participating in
The president also said that the into the evening hours, if
necessary, Christopher allowed the proceeding to
the hearings. Keith's ruling said the priorities for MSU's share of the funds in an effort to bring
it to a conclusion. get underway.
four were too biased in the matter to for the fiscal year in question had
Saturday s hearing, scheduled to
The official signed order setting the
render an impartial decision at the already been established. Those begin
at 8 a.m., was delayed by P's bond was delivered to the
board room
hearings.
priorities included meeting a recom- hours because of a special
meeting of later in the day.
Attorneys for the regents have in- mendation from the state fire mar- the full
board that began at 7:55 a.m.
No witnesses were called nor comdicated that ruling will be appealed. It shall that, smoke detectors be in- During
that meeting the board voted plete charges against Curris revealwas pointed out to the regents Satur- stalled in the public areas of the I
6-4) to permit attorneys representing ed, until after a lunch break.
The reday, however, that the $20,000 residence halls and dining facilities on the
regents to appeal Keith's decision mainder of the morning was
taken up
authorized for additional legal he'll) in the campus.
to a higher court. Those attorneys with an examinati
on of the board
the matter would be expended at the
Curris said most of the money have maintained that
the court does rnembers by the attorneys for the
conclusion of the current hearing.
received by the university from the not have jurisdiction
in the matter un- regents. The "voir dire"(a legal term
Other charges expected to be state fund have been utilized in the til all
administrative procedures have referring to an examinati
on of propresented today involve:
older buildings on the campus. He been exhausted.
sportive witnesses or jurors as to
• A request for university informa- pointed out that grants totaling over
A dominate factor during Satur- their compentency of the
regents
tion by a regent.
4100,000 from the funds have been us- day's hearings was
legal maneuver- was objected to by Logan.
• The handling of grants and con- ed in Wrather Hall, Lovett ing by
lawyers on both sides of the
"It
is
unusual for the board's own
tracts.
Auditorium and Wells Hall in recent controversy.
council to attempt to voir dire the
• The deposit of $35,000 from the years.
The regents are represented by members of the board,"
Logan said.
Ohio Valley Conference with the MS1J
Regents' attorney Gary Haverstock MSU attorney James
Overby who has
Hurt, however, said the reason for
Foundation.
questioned Curris as to whether or not enlisted the assistance
of the local the questioning of the regents was
• Alleged misrepresentation to the he had informed the board about the firm
of Hurt, Haverstock and Jones. that "we think it's high time
that the
board -concerning unappropriated city's request. The president said he Represent
ing Curris are Bill Logan of public knows that some members
of
funds in connection with a 1980-81 had referred the letter to Gordon and Madisonvil
le and the firm of Overbey
See CURRIS,
budget cut.
indicated he did not feel all the pro- and Overbey of
Murray.
Page 12, Column 3

Terrie Liles Crowned Miss Murray State
Terrie Liles, a 19-year-old special
education major from Russellville,
was crowned Miss Murray State 1981
Saturday night from among 14
semifinalists in the annual Miss Murray State Scholarship Pageant in
Lovett Auditorium.
First runnerup was Martha Lyle
Pitman, 18, a freshman from Murray.
Second runnerup was Yvette R.
Payne, 20, a junior from Joppa,
and the 1980 Murray State Homecoming queen.

Suzanne Bitters, a 19-year-old
sophomore from Owensboro, was
third runnerup, while fourth runnerup
honors went to Phyllis Ann Love, a 19year-old sophomore from Brandenburg.
Sponsored by Woods Hall, Miss
Liles, a 5-foot-4 blue-eyed blond, succeeds Pam Wright, a 20-year-old
sophomore from Paducah, as Miss
Murrays,State and will represent the
university in the Miss Kentucky
pageant in Louisville in June, the winner of which will compete for the Miss
MISS MURRAY STATE — Terrie Liles, Miss Murray
America 1981 title at Atlantic City. N.
State 1981, center, is shot-in with the four
runnersup in
Saturday night's Miss Murray State Scholarship Pageant
J., in September.
at Murray Stale University. From left, they are: Suzanne
Bitters,
Owensbor
o,
third
runnerup;
Martha
Miss Wright also will compete in the
Lyle Pitman, Murray, first runnerup; Yvette R.
Payne, loppa,
sect:rod runnerup; and Phyllis Ann Lose, Brandenburg, fourth
Miss Kentucky contest in June, this
runnerup. A special education major, the
new
Miss
Murray
State
is
from Russellville.
year as Miss Paducah 1981, a title she
Pholo Br Barry Johnson
won last July.
Earlier in the day, each contestant the pageant, of which Dianna
A 1979 graduate of Lee High School
L. Miss Maryland in 1973 and a natio9r11
in Huntsville, Ala., Miss Liles is the had been judged on poise and per- Johnson, a Lincoln, Ill., graduate stu- finalist in the Miss America Pageant:
dent, was the chairman,included:
and Bill Kersey, recently named
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Royce Liles sonality in individual interviews.
VickY Denise Pool, 20, a junior from along 'with his wife, Sherry, as co
of Russellville. She sang "Much
The second runnerup, Miss-Payne,
Crofton;
Stephanie Rich, 20, Mayfield executive director of the Miss KenMore," a song from the Broadway is 5-foot-9, has brown hair and brown
junior;
Janie Johnson, 19, Newburgh, tucky Scholarship,.Pageant.
musical, "The Fantasticks," in the eyes, and is majoring in business
Ind., sophomore; Kym Wagner, 19,
The 14 semifinalists were chosen
pageant's talent competition.
management. The daughter of Mr.
She was one of two contestants from and Mrs. George L. Payne of Joppa, Louisville sophomore, and Miss from among 44 young Murray State'
women who competed in a
Russellville among the semifinalists. Ill., stir sang "One In a Million" as Baldwin.
Also, Deanna Dennison, 19, a preliminary competition on the camThe other was Melissa Baldwin, 19, a her talent presentation in the pageant.
sophomore front Cato, N.Y.; Hope pus last Dec. 6 in preparation for
chemistry major, a sophomore and
Miss Bitters, the third runnerup, is
(laughter of Mr. and Mrs. Bennie the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Renee Miller, 19, Union City, Tenn., Saturday night's production.
sophomore; Marty Alvis, 19, a
In addition to the all-expense trip to
Baldwin of that city.
Clarence Bitters of Owensboro, and is
The daughter of Drieand Mrs. W. J. majoring in piano at the university. A sophomore from Calvert City; and the Miss Kentucky Pageant, Miss
Pitman of Murray, the first runnerup 5-foot-7 brunette, she played the piano Donna Beeson, 19, Perryville, Mo., Liles also received a $300 Murray
sophomore.
State scholarship and a trophy along
is a 1980 graduate of Murray High in the talent competition.
Susan Perkins, Miss America 1978, with the coveted crown.
School. A 5-foot-8, blue-eyed, light
The daughter of Mr. and Mrs. and
Elise
Neal, Miss Tennessee 1979,
Miss Pitman received a 4150
redhead, she is majoring in computer Thomas E. Love of Brandenburg, tie
science, and performed a dance and fourth runnerup is majoring in music as well as Miss Wright served as scholarship, Miss Payne a $100
gymnastics routine in the talent com- performance and education with a mistresses of ceremonies and per- scholarship, and Miss Bitters and •
petition, one of three appearances minor in theatre. A 5-foot-5 dark formed as featured entertainers, both Miss Love a $50 award each in addition to their trophies.
each contestant made in the three- blond, she sang "The Last Time I Saw together and individually.
Judging the pageant were:
The scholarships were provided by
hour pageant.
Him" as her presentation in the talent
Dr. Edward S. Schellhous, assistant the university, Bank of Murray,
The other competitions included competition.
director* admissions at the Univer- Peoples Bank and the Student
evening dresses and swimsuits.
The remaining nine semifinalists in sity' of
Cincinnati; Mrs. Kristi Vetri, Government Association.
•
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HEALTH

0

Needs help with diet

Fri
rehea
(.'hurt

Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.
DEAR DR LAMB I ni 37
would like to weigh 107
but even 16 iih exercise and
nibbling my weight is hard to
t °emit Is it possible that I m
retaining water because I ni
not eating right' I eat one
fruit a day no bread or milk
and

WIlilt• protein like an egg or a
small steak a few vegetables,
sonic lettuce carrots. lima ales In the evening I have a
big bowl of ice milk usually
just before retiring I walk
four miles a day
Du you need bread" Do you

v.

need to eat every day" Do you
need a certain amount of protem

every day"
DEAR READER
You
certainly do need some help
First are you sure you should
only weigh 107^ Being too
lean is not healthy, particularly for young women A normal
amount of body fat tissue is
important in forming an ade•
quate amount of female hormones and apparently in
maintaining the important
balance between the hypothalCHILDREN Of the Murray Preschool Corporation listen attentively as their
I.
amus of the'brain, the pituitary hormones and your
teacher reads a story. Pictured are Billy McAllister, Sean koehl, Leah Baust, Beth
female
That
is
hormones
one
Rose, and Stuart Vance.
reason why women who are
too thin develop menstrual
PLANNING VISIT - Rebecca Irvan, left, and Barbara
problems
Second, your diet is horriErwin of the Program Design Committee for the visit of
ble Yes, you need protein eveMrs. Lyndon B. Johnson here on Tuesday, April 14, at 7
ry day to help prevent loss of
By Abigail Van Buren
p.m. at the University School discussed details for the
muscle mass when you are on
a calorie-deficient diet And
visit at a recent meeting. Other members of the comyou need milk for an adequate
mittee are Charlotte Foreman and Ann Brooks, all
intake of calcium or you must
members of the Murray Woman's Club who is spontake calcium supplements
Bread isn't esseqtial if you get soring the visit of the former
Enoch, newly-elected presiThe Murray Preschool 1981.
first lady as a part of the
bran and vitamins from other
Corporation, an indepenAn open house to dent of the organization.
City and County Beautification program. Barletta
DEAR ABBY: I am a 21-year-old girl who needs your help. sources That big bowl of ice
dent, non-profit cooperative familiarize parents with the ''Because the parents are in- In my teens I did a lot of drugs and drank alcohol because I milk may contain a lot of
Wrather and Nancy Adams of the Garden Department
preschool for children three, preschool is planned for volved in the program, they was never at peace with myself unless I was sleeping or calories because at is sweet
of the Murray Club are co-chairmen for the event.
on
a
balyou
get
I
suggest
stoned.
four,and five years of age, is Tuesday. April 7, from 7 to 9 are able to share their
I'm straight now and have accepted Jesus as my personal anced diet that limits calories Donations for the visit of Mrs. Johnson to Murray were
child's first experiences at
now accepting applications p.m.
to prevent obesimade by the Bank of Murray, Home Federal Savings
savior.
I still live with my parents, but I feel like a prisoner sufficiently
believe
the school.
for the 1981-82 school year.
"We
ty The diet in The Health Letbecause I'm not allowed to make my own decisions.
4-7,
Weight Losing and Loan, Murray Branch of Hopkinsville Federal
ter
number
"And this parent involveParents will be notified of cooperative structure of our
Three months ago I met a wonderful Christian man who
which I am sending you, Savings and Loan, Murray Electric System, Peoples
their child's acceptance into preschool program appeals ment makes the child's tran- has also had his problems with drugs and alcohol. 1111 call Diet,
will be a good starting point. Bank, and
Security Federal Savings and Loan.
the program before May 1, to parents." said Carolyn sition from home to school a him Tom.) Tom is on parole now. We are very much in love You can
add other foods or
safe and secure one." she ad- and plan to marry. He says he will not have sex with me more of those on the lists if
ded.
until after we are married. He is kind and good and treats you need more calories to
The parents administer me with respect. Abby, this love is true. I know we can make maintain your weight once
you reach a desirable level
the preschool through an it together.
Others who want this issue
My parents have never met Tom.
afraid to introduce can
elected board of directors
send
him because I know they won't approve of him. Tom wants stamped, 75 cents with a long.
self-addressed enveand committeen positions.
to meet them, but I've been putting it off because I'm afraid
They arrange for a fully- they will make him feel uncomfortable and hurt his feelings. lope for it to me, in care of
this newspaper, P.O. Box
Murray Assembly No, 19 Coleman as mother advisor
qualified teacher. Each I plan to marry Tom with or without my parents' approval. 1551, Radio City Station, New
Order of the Rainbow for protem.
parent assists the teacher Tom's father is the only one who knows about our plans. York, NY 10019.
Incidentally. I don't Girls met on Tuesday,
once or twice a month.
Should I risk causing a family fight by introducing Tom
Also present were
Through program commit- and telling my parents of our plans? Or should I go ahead approve of fasting The wash- March 17, at 7 p.m. at the Michelle Cook, Lee Stacey,
ing out of body water with
and
marry
him
afterward
and
prove
that
it
we
can
make
tees, parents also devise
that technique is unhealthy lodge hall with Clarissa Trisha Clark, Cindy Tucker,
Thorn as worthy advisor and Angie Thweatt, and Kelly
and is not loss of body fat
special activities for the together?
TORMENTED
DEAR DR LAMB — I have Pam Alexander as mother DeWitt, members; Dollie
children in art, music, and
low
blood pressure and a good advisor.
science.
Clark, Marilyn Weatherford,
DE-AR TORMENTED: Introduce Tom to your portion of the time I feel dizzy
The girls planned a fund Ricky Alexander, and Dee
The preschool is housed in parents.(If you don't, he will think you are ashamed and weak Are
there some
Murray State University's of him.)
foods I could eat and some raising spaghetti supper on DeWitt,adults.
Early Childhood Center. The
Feeling "tormented" as you do, please confide in form of exercise that would Saturday, March 21, at the
The next meeting of the
your clergyman and let him counsel you. It would be a help" I am so tired of feeling lodge hall.
teacher is Sara Hussung.
assembly will be held on
depressed
because
of
this
Other members present Tuesday, April 7, at 7 p.m. at
Younger children meet mistake to marry Tom while so many doubts and condition
were Lana Lasater, Vickey the lodge hall.
Monday, Wednesday, and fears exist. If your love is "true," marriage can wait DEAR READER Better
Friday, from 9 to 11:15 a.m. until you are absolutely sure. Please heed this advice check with your doctor If you Weatherford, Trisha Clark,
and write again soon. I care,
have chronic fatigue it may Cindy Tucker, Lee Stacey,
Older children meet MonAmericans spend more
not be from low blood pres- Kelley DeWitt, Michelle
•• •
day, Wednesday, and Fritime in shopping malls than
sure Many people with low
day, from I to 3:15 p.m. The
blood pressure feel Just fine Cook,and Angie Thweatt.
anywhere else outside their
Other adults present were homes and
child must be three before
DEAR ABBY: I am expecting a baby in about three and full of pep They tend to
jobs. Not only do
Oct. 1 to participate in the months and have been very careful not to smoke, drink or Jive longer than people with Sybil Lasater, Barbara they go to the malls to pureven consume caffeine during my pregnancy. I hope to so-called normal pressure DeWitt, Dolly Crarlt,
program.
chase merchandise, but they
levels
Weatherford, can go to church
Marilyn
The preschool year runs continue to give our baby the most healthful environment
there,
If you do indeed just have
Churchill,
from September to May. Tui- possible after he ior she) is born.
Frances
Twila
register to vote, give blood,
The problem is my mother-in-law. She is a heavy smoker, low blood pressure and it
Roy
tion is $20 per month.
Coleman,
Clark,
and
causes
you
to
feel
dizzy on
bet, work and meditate. In
and I would prefer that She not subject our baby to her
A typical session includes secondhand smoke. Studies have confirmed the theory that standing, you might try some Ricky Alexander.
some large malls it is even
45 minutes of supervised free babies who have been exposed to secondhand smoke have a pressure stockings, which
At the March third possible to rent a hotel room,
could help by preventing
JUSTIN MILLER leads the parade during a special play during which the child higher incidence of respiratory illness: blood from pooling in your meeting, Miss Thorn served an apartment or a conmusk program at the Murray Preschool Corporation.
My mother-in-law smokes one cigarette after another and legs when you stand Being as worthy advisor and Twila dominium.
may choose from a wide
variety of toys and ac- she's anything but gracious when she's told her smoke is physically fit from walking or
jogging can help, too
tivities: 20 minutes of super- bothersome or irritating.
After our baby comes, my husband and I intend to ask her Finally, if you tend to have
vised play in the perceptual
to please step outside if she wants to smoke. But what if it's unusually low blood pressure.
motor skills recreation room raining or
carry identification with you
dark outside'?
that lists your usual blood
or in the outdoor play area,
MRS. S., PARKDALE, ORE. pressure
If you happen to be
special activities arranged
unconscious from an accident,
by the working parent;
DEAR MRS, S.: If it's raining,give her an umbrella. those taking care of you will
storytime, "show-and-tell," And if it's dark, give her a flashlight.
be able to do a better job if
they know that is normal for
and conversation with the
you I'm afraid diet won't help
preschool teacher; and
much, but do avoid being than
CHAMBERSBURG, Pa. refreshments.
Hours: Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-9 p.m.
DEAR ABBY: This is in response to the 17-year-old sitter
1API — Robin Carpenter
Music teacher Lisa who complained
that her $1 per hour baby-sitting wage was
Saturday 8 a.m.-3 p.m.
had his ups and downs on his Hussung visits once each the same as her mother made when she was a girl.
40th birthday.
week. Field trips are
I'm 33, and 17 years ago I sat for '25e an hour and was
•Sauna
•Experienced Counselors
Forty ups. Forty downs.
scheduled monthly. Special glad to get the job. One family had five children from 9
•Sun Soothes
•Diet Consultation
"You might say I was jum- programs are arranged to years old to a year. I changed diapers, fed them all dinner,
•Private Lockers
•Cardiovasculor
ping for joy," Carpenter said coincide with holidays, bir- bathed them and put them to bed, all for the sarrie 25X an
Dressing Rooms
after logging 40 successful thdays, and important occa- hour. It was part of my job.
DevelopmentI
now
have
son
a
for
6-year-old
whom
I
need
sitters.
I
pay
and
Showers
Vanity Stress Reduction Program
parachute jumps at sions in the child's life.
7 15
$1.50 an hour, and when the sitter comes my son has Two out of three adults
Chambersburg Airport on
Parents are encouraged to
LIU TOMUN
already had his dinner and bath and is ready for bed.
in the United States
(Next To Old Bookstore)
Thursday.
view the children through
:HMIS GRODIH
I've had some sitters who have eaten up a week's supply of
some time.
THE
"I just wanted to do one-way observation booths. groceries — with some help from their friends who have wear glasses at
INCREDIBLE
something different," said
For more information, visited without my consent. Others have gone through my
SHRINKING
WOMAN
the steelworker from Dun- contact Meredith Zehr, drawers, used my cosmetics, tried on my clothes, gabbed for
•1979 Cr.,.CNOCIMS /n y W.
• .0.101.
An
dalk, Md. "I didn't want to membership chairman, 753- hours on my phone, entertained their boyfriends ion my
bed), smoked pot and scratched my albums.
grow old gracefully."
9816.
I once had a sitter ask me not to cal! her again because I
didn't have a color television!
HAD IT WITH-SITTERS

.r P

lltirro% Preschool—

Plans Open House Here April 7 Couple's 'True Love'
Tested by Past

Clarissa Thorn—

Presides, Rainbow Meet

Man Does
Ups, Downs
On Birthday

Murray Health Spa
Phone:753-4084
or
753-4085
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Delta Pi Epsilon—

Initiates Members
The spring meeting of
Delta Pi Epsilon chapter
was held March 21 at Murray State University in the
Commonviealth meeting
room following an initiation
ceremony for five new
members.
-

na's.
SVE E dCE po i.n t

trov •
MOVING
to

202 So. 4th St.
(Across From Old Post Office)

Murray, Ky,

OPEN APRIL 1ST
10 A.M.-5 P.M.

Do you have questions about seX, love, drugs and
the pain of growing up? Get Abby's new booklet:
"What Every Teen-ager Ought to Know." Send $2
The new members are Dot and a long, stamped (28 cents), self-addressed enCochran, Christian County velope to: Abby, Teen Booklet, I3g Lasky Drive,
Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212.
High
School:
Buddy
Rushing, Lone Oak High
School; Dr. Gary Scott, Nor,
them Kentucky University;
Anita Driskill, Marshall
County; and Gail Faughn,
Murray State University student.

In addition the installation
of new officers occurred.
The new officers installed
were: president. Diana
UndeLhill, Marshall County
High chool; vice-president,
Ford Branch, Caldwell
County High School; corresponding secretary', Patsy
Nichols, Murray State
University; recording
secretary, Esther Ford,
Marshall County Vocational
School; treasurer, Sandra
Grayson, South Hopkins
High School; historian, Sue
Miller, Murray High School.
editor, Beverly Nance, Marshall County Vocational
School.

Mar

At one time or another, most people have had their noses bent
in a church related situation. The Protestant movement is a
result of people not agreeing with one another about church
matters, Even the word Protestant means "one who protests.
But should we throw the baby out with the bath water'
Should we deny the purpose and the good in the church because
of its imperfections? It is attended by humans only. What
can
we expect?
The Christian Church Disciples of Christ) won't protest
your ideas. We think every person should think for his or
rself. Don't let the little human things keep you away when
Iere are such nice superhuman things that can happen,
Who needs the church? We do and the church needs you

31 April 1 2

one HOUR

/

DRY

'cLeaneRs
Control Stapp* C
Ow.. 7 11.111. 6
.rn

The First Christian Church

733-9S2S

*ISO
it

510(7
4

e

•

Church.
Whoneeds it?

A presentation on "What
Employers Are Seeking In
Business Graduates- by
Laundered and pressed
Dean Howard Newell of
to perfection
Murray State University •
lowed in on hangers
was given.

Shirts

55

5/22°

North of the square on Fifth Street
Dr David C Roos, Minister

13a,
753-

11

,rs•-• r.

re4-4.•
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Community Events Are Listed
Ministerial Meeting

Tuesday, March 31
Wednesday, April I
Monday, March 311
Mothers' Morning Out will
Front Porch Swing will
Ladies of the Oak, _
rehearse at First ChnsUan be at 9 a.m at the First Club will meet at
The Murray-Calloway County Ministerial Association,
12 lioor, at
United Methodist Church
Church at 7 p.m.
will hear two guest speakers at the meeting on Wednesthe club
day, April 1, at 8 am at the private dining room of the
Repeat session of lesson on
Junior Babe Ruth Baseball
hospital cafeteria
"Tune Saving Sewing" by
will have an organizational
Memonal Baptist Cluu •
Mrs Rosemary Warner will talk on "Support Groups
Dr. Linda Medlin will be at
meeting at H & H Block at
For Parents of Teen-age Drug Users,- and Mike Clark of
9:30 a.m. at the County Ex- Puppeteers will present
7:30 pm. Boys and girls, 13
program
at Salem Baptist
the Murray State University Football Staff will discuss
tension Office, 209 Maple
to 15 years olds, and their
''Goals of the MSU Program." The Rev. Custis Fletcher
Street. For information call Church at 7 p.m.
parents are urged to attend.
will introduce the speakers.
753-1452.
Deadline for application,
Steve Alcott of the Sod Conservation Sers ice will
Murray State Racer
for the Kentucky Little M.
distribute materials for the Annual Soil Stewardship Week
Ellis
Center
will
be
open
baseball team will meet in a
Kentucky Miss Pre-Teen and
Emphasis.
double header with Universi- from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. for ac- Kentucky Miss Junior Teen
All ministers of Murray and Calloway County are intivities
by
the
Murray
Senior
ty of Missouri at St. Louis at
Pageants for May 17 at Murvited to be in attendance at the Wednesday meeting.
Citizens
with
lesson
on
1 p.m. and University of
ray State Lovett Auditorium
North Dakota at 3 p.m. at Parkinson's disease by is today. This is sponsored
Debra
Nelson,
lunch
at 12 by Tau Phi lambda Sorority
Reagan Field, Murray.
,noon, and recreation at 12:30
of Woodmen of World. Send
Exhibition of arts and P.m.
applications to 1615 I.och Locrafts by students in White
mond Drive, Murray.
Dexter Senior Citizens will
and Woods HaIs, Murray
Fmk es Drake
State University, will be on meet at 9:30 a.m. at the DexStudent art exhibitions by
FOR
TUESDAY,MARCH 31, 1981
display from 1 to 3 p.m. in ter Center.
Rebecca Lynn Stewart,
What kind of day will tomorExtra energy allows you to
Hart Hall. The exhibition is
Vienna, Ill., Nancy Mueth,
•••
ros. be? To fiod out what the dispense with household tasks
Hazel and Douglas Centers
presented by Mason Art
St. Louis, Mo., and Desiree
stars
say,
read
the forecast quickly. Begin springwill be open from 10 a.m. to 2
BIRTHDAY CELEBRATION — Mrs. Gertrude Sprague, 94, and
Gallery Exhibits.
LaOrange, Idaho Falls,
Leslie Mattingly,
given for your birth Sign.
cleaning projects. Be more
p.m. for activities by the
56, celebrated their birthdays on March 20 in Fern Terrace.
Idaho, will be on exhibit in
Friends from St. Leo's
positive in attitude.
ARIES
Square Dance class with Senior Citizens with lunch at the Eagle Gallery, Fine
Catholic Church surprised them with refreshments and a
Arts
birthday
cake.
SAGITTARIUS
They
,
Mar
Apr
21
19
to
)
Bill Zambella as caller will Hazel at 11:45 a.m. and at Center, Murray
were the Rev. Martin Mattingly, Billie Hall, Priscilla
You'll receive confidential I Nov. 22 to Dec. 211 3eittlk
State,
Rohwedder, Mary Gertzen,
)
be held at the Douglas Douglas at 12 noon.
Winnie Oleary and Meme Mattingly. Pictured, left
Save time for physical erernews now. The time is npe for
through Apt
-Id 12.
to right, Mrs Meme MatCenter. For information call
tingly, Gertrude Sprague, Res Mattingly and Leslie
parties. You'll make a good cise. Local visits should be
— --- —
Mattingly.
Alcoholics Anonymous will
impression on others. Enjoy fun. Utilize creative energy
753-8938 between 10 a.m. and
Contemporary art echibimeet
popularity.
at
constructively. Oon't scatter
8
p.m. at the West tion frm the
2 p.m.
collection of Mr.
energies.
TAURUS
Kentucky Livestock and Exand Mrs. James Morgan will
CAPRICORN
[ Apr. 20 to May 20 )
position Center.
servations By Lodge Hort
Tuesday, March 31
be shovm in the Clara M.
Behind-the-scenes career { Dec. 22 to Jan. 19, Vi
Calloway. Band Boosters
Eagle Gallery, Fine Arts
Refurbish your kitchen. Buy
moves pay off. You have the
Parents Anonymous will
initiative to get things going, new things for the home. Don't
will have a special called
Center, Murray State
meet at 6:30 p.m. For informay
be
discouraged if your income
but
have
difficulty
commeeting at 7 p.m. at the
University, through April 14.
is not as great as you'd like it
pleting tasks.
Calloway County High mation call 753-5995 or 4354385.
to be.
GEMINI
School Band room.
Hazel and Douglas Centers
1May 21 to June 20)
AQUARIUS
will be open from 10 a.m. to 2
Join friends in cultural Jan. 20 to Feb. 181
Men's Prayer Breakfast of
tile just won't gait work" "Wily did you return to Mur- her husband. In spite of endeavors.
Murray Band Boosters
p.m. for activities by the
Make important phone calls
Plan a getthe First United Methodist
will meet at 6:30 p.m. at the
Senior Citizens with lunch at says Mary Moyer,the wife of ray?" Mary replied," Mur- catarac eyes. she does together with someone at a now. You'll be convincing and
Church
will
be
at
7
a.m.
Murray Middle School
Hazel at 11:45 a.m, and at Robert Moyer whg, is in his ray is home. We always volunteer community and distance. Conscience is a fac- effective. Disregard the advice of a pessunist Remain
fourth career, working as knew that we would return, church work. She is a tor in dealing with children.
Cafeteria.
East Elementary Title I Douglas at 12 noon.
optimistic.
buyer for Murray State. we even have our burial lot graduate of the newly CANCER
Parent Advisory Council will
June
21 to July 22.1 01(
a) PISCES
organized Hospice program
Murray TOPS I take off meet at 6:15 p.m. at East
Nature's Palette Garden -fake me a list of things here."
You can raise needed !Feb. 19 to Mar. 201
and is chairman of the lay capital for
pounds sensibly) Club will School.
Club will meet at 1:30 p.m. at you want me to do," he tells
You may hear of some
While they were living
business ventures.
volunteers in that organiza- Consult with
meet at 7 p.m. at the Health
the Ellis Community Center Mary in his retirement here, Bob found time
advisers. bargains now Keep financial
in his
periods.
"Before
the
is
day
tion;
is involved with the Meeting with higher-ups plans under wraps. Don't let
Center.
with Rowena Stubblefield as
Wednesday, April 1
executive job to extend
over, he has all the items
the thought of unpaid bills get
youth interests of her chur- should be productive.
the scheduled hostess.
himself into other interests.
you down.
finished
and
asking
is
back
ch; and serves with other LEO
Murray -Calloway
Singles Class of Seventh
His first volunteer assignJuly
if24
23
to
22
)
Aug.
for
another
assignment,"
civic groups. She and Bob
and Poplar Church of Christ Ministerial Association will
Goshen United Methodist
ment with the International
Be receptive to the ideas of
love to play bridge, too.
YOU BORN TODAY are a
will meet at 7 p.m. at the meet at 8 a.m, in the private Church Women are schedul- she said.
close ties. Be a good sup- progressive thinker who is
Bob was general manager Executive Service Corps.
dining room of the hospital ed to meet at 7 p.m. at the
church building.
porter. Make decisions regar- sometimes impulsive. Selfsent
belongs
him
to
exShe
and
the
Mary
to
Tehran
of the Murray Manufacturcafeteria.
church.
ding joint assets. Don't be a discipline, combined with
a
ing Company when he for three months in '71. They clusive club, "Mended wet-blanket.
Annual Future Business
lived
Hearts"
across
having
the
after
a
good education in the field of
had
street
from
retired the first time in '76.
VIRGO
Leaders of America regional
your choice, will help you
Because he was bored with the U.S. Embassy. The re- quadruple coronary by-pass 'Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) nP%. make the most
conference will be held all
of your
Act quickly r4arding a creative abilities. If you don't
no schedule of work, he cent hostage event was of last January and feels 10
day in Lovett Auditorium,
became a broker, represen- special interest as they wat- years younger. She is aware long-term investment. Don't like your work, you'll have a
Murray State University.
The East Elementary Title I Parent Advisory Council ting New York Stock Ex- ched the TV and recognized of the number of local people be glum if financial return is tendency to drift. Though you
For information call 762who have had open-heart not commensurate with time can succeed in business, you'd
will
meet Tuesday, March 31, at 6:15 p.m. in Room 104 at change; took a catalog mer- places.
2998.
invested.
be happier in the arts. Music,
East Elementary School.
In 1975 he was sent back to surgery and quoted Guy Bill- LIBRA
chandising management in
ington who has experienced
writing, decorating, acting
The
purpose
Tehran
for
of
the
two
council
months
is
to
Texas
to
do
and
have
here
parent
he
is-back
imput into
—
t Sept. 23 to Oct. 22 .1Lrl
Murray State women's
teaching are some of the
and
the same operation, as sayTake a loved one out to some fields in which you'll find
tennis team will meet Middle the Title I Remedial Reading and Readiness Program,ac- home in Murray Working as private counseling for a
knew
of
he
ing
40
cording
to
a
manufacturing
school
special.
place
Hobbies
spokesman
firm.
are
Since
who urges all interested
hard as ever.
Tennessee State University
Callowayans who belong to rewarding now. Be careful not fulfillment. Yost have good inThe Moyers are not native returning to Murray. he has
tuition and also enjoy employat 1 p.m. at the University persons to attend.
special club of "Mended to make promises that you'll ment that allows you to travel.
that
been
occupied
with
working
to this community but residCourts, Murray.
unable
keep.
be
to
Hearts."
on
the
Birthdate of Herb Alpert,
house
and lot to
ed here several years and
SCORPIO
bandleader;
Richard
built a beautiful home on restore them to the original
The Moyers have three I Oct. 23 to Nov. 21 )
Murray State Racer
Chamberlain, actor.
Dogwood Drive. This they condition. He is a member of children- Jimmie, who is
baseball team will meet
A savings account in the name of Rhanda Key to help kept when they
went looking the choir of the First United married to Martha Frances
University of North Dakota
with the high expenses of her hospitalization and that of for retirement
Methodist Church.
Havesn, daughter of former
paradise.
in a baseball game at 2:30
her sister, Leanna, at the Fred Hutchinson Cancer
In answer to my question,
Mary keeps just as busy as Murrayans The Rev. and
p.m. at Reagan Field, MurResearch Center in Seattle, Wash., has been opened at the
Mrs. A. V. Havens. They
ray.
Bank of Murray. Persons wishing to donate may make a
have a 12-year old son Brian
deposit with any of the tellers at the bank, a spokesman
James. Jimmie is in the real
Murray State faculty saxIR A G. CORN, JR.
said.
estate business. She is a
ophone quartet composed of
The two sisters are hospitalized there for a bone Milt
teacher in Adult Education
,• •
Ray
Smith,
Roger row
transplant for Rhanda with Leanna as the donor
in Clayton, Calif., their
Reichmuth, Donald Story,
Sooth
West
North East
-He that has a great Nose
Rhanda has acute leukemia and is undergoing special
141t
home. Suzanne ( Mrs. Joe
Pass
Pass
241
and Gerald Welker will pretreatment awaiting the transplant, and Leanna is also thinks that everybody is
24.
Pass
Pass
341
Keesler ) is a French teacher
sent a recital at 8:15 p.m. in
speaking of it " — Thomas
449
Pass
Pass
Pass
undergoing tests prior to the transplant.
in Murray State. Her husthe Recital Hall Annex, Fine
Fuller
Opening lead Diamond
Their parents, Nelson and Patty Key, are with their
band is a faculty member of
West must have a good
Arts Center, Murray State.
king
daughters in Seattle.
nose for opening leads if he
Murray High. Marilyn is
wants to beat today's
diamond, the defense gets a Mrs. Morris Lusk and
ANY GOLD STAMPED\ We are not -Fly By -Nighters'
challlenging game If he
only in town overnight to tale
heart and a club and the teaches in Tustin High
10K- IIK- ISK•22K
takes time out for a look at
1:140, ME0A.004S
game goes one down
School, Tustin, Clall. where
your money. We're been trusted
Me*/ GOLD
dummy, he loses his timing.
.W.FT
.
0
Need a look at dummy' they reside.
in Poducoh for 69 years.
and declarer runs off with
First check to see if the bidhis "unmakable" game
Maybe Jimmie- and
We'll
ding tells you what you want
West wasn't sure about
to know
Marilyn will follow suit and
Pay You
which suit to attack, so he
return to Murray, too. We're
led his diamond king for a
- Bid with Coro
happy to have you back
look at dummy One look at
South holds 3-30-13
home, Mary and Rob.
dummy's diamonds told him
thISQ91175
what he wanted to know and
92K
( WIN I iAlt N I 0:1,0 a.m
he quickly shifted to clubs
•9 8
A bit too late as declarer
•A K 6
was to prove. Declarer won
North South
the club, drew trumps and
1•
10
al
'
r
led his last diamond to
24
dummy, West was forced to
ANSWER: Three clubs New Nuclear-powered artificial
win and now declarer could
suit by responder after a hearts—which run conenjoy a useful discard and
single raise is forcing South tinuously and automatithe defense was held to only
bids his extra values to cally for far longer than
one heart and two
leave bidding space for the average lifespan —are
diamonds
LAUNDERED, FOLDED
slam exploration
being tested in animals.
Did West really have to
ON HANGERS
NO WAIT WITH COUPON
take a look at dummy' Or
Good Thru Apr 25 961
should the bidding have givGood Thru April 25 1981
.410
en him enough clues'
Please Present Coupon When
Please Present Coupon Whin(
Our textbooks clearly
You Bring In Chaining
You Bring In Cleaning
9111../
state that often the lead of
I.
I.
the king from an ace-king
combination is one of the
preferred opening leads
However, in today's case,
Skirts & Sweaters
North had bid diamonds so
PLAIN
WIENS OR LADIES
it was reasonable to expect
that North would have a
suit If so, then a better lead
in this instance would be to
EACH
$
2
89
try to establish a defensive
NO MOT WITH COUPON
NO LIMIT WITH COUPON
winner in clubs
"GRANNY S COOKIN IN OUR KITCHEN"
Good Thru Apol 25 1981
Against a club lead,
Good Thru April 25 1981
declarer
has
no
chance
He
Coupes
Whoa
Please Pressed
Pleas* Mallet COUpelt Moon
wins the first lead, draws
Tea &lag la Closable
You leas la Chasidim
trumps and leads a
G.
diamond West wins and
Monday, March 30th thru Sunday, April 5th
knocks out declarer's last
kccp
club stopper Now when
drat Great Look
West wins his second
NORTH
3-14A
Bacon or Sausage, 2 Eggs (cooked
baking gmat!
Country Ham,2 Eggs(Cooked Any
•AJ104
any way) Grits or Hash Browns,
Way) Grits, or Hash Browns,
thats why(=ors obashmo
Q7
erryten 14nor,
•433103
Biscuits, Sausage Gravy, Jelly, and
Biscuits, Redeye Gravy, Jelly, Butrrcomornd sanitoix.4
6854
Butter.Coffee Included.
ter and Coffee
WEST
EAST
Regular Pelee 82.60
Regular Price 113-50
•6 3

Your Individual
Horoscope

—

Ob

Robert Moyer - Three Times
Retired - At Work Again

)(

Parent Advisory Meet

I

Rhanda Key Account

THE ACES

5.

CASH
NOW!

SHIRTS
50c

DRAPERIES

25% OFF

NNY'S POR

0

2 Pc. Suits

A111111111111111 \

309 N.16th I

753-4477

$129

Git A Load Of These Vittles!

5 a.m.to II a.m.

Sandone

13th & Main
6th & Poplar
753-2552

Boone's
Lausdry I Cleaners

North 12th
603 Maul
753-2552

•9 6 4 2
CART
•<3.1109

•2
•AJI053
•6 5 4 2
6732

8057H
•1(Q9673
•K
•9 a
•A KS
Vuketrable
North -South

Dealer South The bidding

For Only

11[075

For Only

*Sorgrum Molasses Included With Both Meals*
EAT'N HOURS:
p.m.
Thurs.Thru Sat.;a.m.-2 a.m.

Sun Thru Wed.;a.m.-1I
A

•

2.50

•

UT'
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Looking Back,
10 Years Ago
Glenn C. Wooden oi Murray was
elected president of the Kentucky
Woodmen of the World at the convention held at Owensboro James Harmon, also of Murray, was elected
treasurer. The scrapbook of Sorority
827 of Murray won first place in the
state.
The Mixed Chorus, Senior High
Girls Chorus, and Junior High Girls
Chorus, all at Murray High School,
directed by Mrs. John Hawker, won
ratings of superior at the annual
music festival at Murray State
University.
Barbara Brittain, Katie Kemp,
Laura Sills, and Doris Turner, all of
Calloway County High School, received superior ratings at the First
Regional Speech Festival held at Murray State University.
Controversial New York Attorney
William Kunstler spoke at Murray
State University last night.
Births reported include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Paul Manning, a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. B. J. Nance,and a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Kenneth Edrnonson, all on
March 26. .
The marriage of Marilyn Alexander,daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Hugh
Alexander of Murray,to Ted Delaney,
Jr., son of Sp. 7 (retired Ted Delaney
and Mrs. Delaney of Lawton, Okla.,
has been announced.

ED1TORIAI,

Nuclear Plants
Will Stand Idle
Even nuclear power plants
which had been scheduled to
begin operating this year will
instead stand idle until 1982 or
1983 because of last-minute
delays in granting them
licenses.
Allowing these expensive
plants to gather dust will cost
the owners- about $2.4 billion
altogether, according to industry estimates. That bil: ior
regulatory delay eventually
will be paid by Utility
customers.
This melancholy news from
the regulatory front should not
be lost on Energy Secretary
James Edwards, who took office in January expressing a
determination to get nuclear
power "back on the track."
proposals
Budget
emanating from the new administration reflect the faith
in nuclear technology that
President Reagan expressed
during his campaign. The
budget calls for increased funding for the breeder reactor
program which the Carter administration had opposed, and
for continued support of fusion
research. But these commitments to advanced
nucleartechnology do not deal
with one of the most serious
afflictions of nuclear power in
the here and now.
That affliction cannot be
cured by anything in the
federal budget. The symptoms
of it lie in the budgets of
private firms looking at the
regulatory nightmares which
arise when the time comes to
make use of the nuclear
technology we already have in
hand. These were bad enough
before the Three Mile Island

accident in 1979, and have
since become worse.
Most scenarious for meeting
our energy needs in the 1980s
and 1990s call for nucleal
reactors to supply an increasing share of our electrical
energy as an alternative to imported oil. They are based on
the valid presumption that
there are technological
answers to any questions raised about the safety of nuclear
plants and the disposal of
radioactive waste.
Nevertheless, regulatory
wheel-spinning is threatening
to stifle the nuclear option and
destroy its obvious benefit as
an energy source cheaper
than oil and more secure ih its
supply. It is in the area of
regulatory reform that the
Reagan administration can
make the most significant contribution to the immediate
prospects for nuclear power.
The General Accounting Office issued a report last
December on the regulatory
delays which have interrupted
the completion of nuclear
power plant... These delays
were averaging 17 months in
the 1970s, but have been growing longer each year. The
GAO warned that such delays
contribute to "increased oil
consumption, greater
dependence on foreign oil,
greater potential for electrical
service interruptions, and
higher electricity rates for
consumers."
Those are exactly the consequences that will follow
from the delays now in prospect for the 11 nuclear plants
in eight states which had been
scheduled for start-up in 1981.

Capitol Ideas
By TOM RAUM
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON ( API — The 97th
Congress, almost three months old,
has sent only two bills to President
Reagan for his signature. Both were
requested by him — one raising the
federal debt limit and one scrapping
an April 1 increase in dairy subsidies,
the first of Reagan's budget-cutting
proposals to win congressional approval.
Despite the slow pace of legislating,
however, there has been no discernible lack of Congressional activity.
This week the House planned sessions
every day but Friday — without a
single bill on the calendar.
But a few days ago something seemed afoot in the House beyond the usual
daily diet of speeches. Quorum bells
rang and members scurried in.
Speaker Thomas P. O'Neill Jr.
brought down the gavel.
"Pursuant to the provisions of
House Resolution 81," he intoned,
-the, chair announces that he has
designated this time for the taking of
the official photograph of the House in
session
Members will please face
the camera.
Ten minutes later the chamber was
empty.
The well-publicized difference:.
between Secretarry of State Alex=
ander Haig and Vice President
George Bush drew a variety of reactions on Capitol Hill, but Rep. Ed Der
wiriski, R-111., was the only one I.
claim he had figured It all out;
Frankly this is nothing but
tempest in a teapot.'• Derwinksi said
"Secretary Haig ig a former genera
and not accustomed to taking orders.
He naturally gives them.
"Under normal circumstances the
only orders he takes are those from
his wife. Therefore getting locked into
a power strugggle with the White
House palace guard is naturall!,••
frustrating to him.•'
A different assessment came from
House Minority Leader Robert H.
Michel.
Derwinslci likened the dispute to the
squabbling between New York
Yankees slugger Reggie Jackson and
club owner George Steinbrenner.
'They've got all their differences in
public," Michel said. 'The main thing
is pirformance on the pli-ying field."
Then there was Sen. S.I. Hayakawa,
R-Calif.. who was invited to ..ddress
the Senate Judiciary Corrunitter

along with his home-state colleague,
Democratic Sen. Alan Cranston, in
behalf of two Californians nominated
to be assistant attorneys general.
About half way through his glowing
presentation. Hayakawa halted
abruptly.
"I seem to be reading Senator
Cranston's statement," he said. I
think I'll start again and read mine."
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Heartline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer questions and SOIN e problems. If you have
a question or a problem not answered
in these columns, write to Heartline,
114 East Dayton St., West Alexandria,
Ohio 45381. You will receive a prompt
reply, but you must include a selfaddressed, stamped envelope. The
most useful replies will be printed in
this column.
HEARTLINE: Several times in the
past few years, I have been

dissatisfied with either products I
have purchased or services for which
I paid. For some reason, probably my
timidity, I have problems with complaining. I do not relish having to
make a complaint. Can you give me
some tips that will help me to be able
to complain better when I have to?
J.G.
ANSWER: Anytime you are not
satisfied with a product or a service,
you should:
First — Identify the problem and

Washington Today
Haig Can Create Crisis
that form has been established and
the time has now come to get on with
the substance, the formulation of
foreign policy," he told a Senate hearing.
The whole controversy had more to
do with form than with substance. For
openers, nobody defined just what
constitutes a crisis that would lead
Bush to begin managing. "We'll know
it when the president sees it," the vice
president said.
They'll also know how to handle it
when the president says how. Bush
may be in charge in the White House
situation room in hours of foreign
crisis, but only Reagan can be in
charge of the situation.
The kind of friction that triggered
Haig's wrath is almost inevitable
when a president tries to give his vice
president a job with some clout. It has
to be on somebody else's territory,
because vice presidents don't have
any.
Bush also is chairman of the president's task force on deregulation,
assigned to oversee the administration effort to pare away at federal
rules and red tape. That assignment
By JOHN CUNN1FF didn't make anybody jealous, since it
didn't exist before.
The fact is that a vice president's
titles and chairmanships are about
useless as a gauge of his importance
and authority. His status hinges entirely on his relationship with the
tend to make money on investments.
president. Walter F. Mondale was a
An item called policyholders' more
influential administration
surplus — holdings after liabilities figure
than most of his predecessors
have been deducted from assets —
because President Carter listened to
gives an idea of the amounts. Last
him and counted on his counsel when
year it reached $57.4 billion. up $10.5
decisions were to be made.
billion for the year.
In the end, as always, the president
After viewing these investment made
the decisions and the vice presiresults, you might correctly conclude dent
applauded, even if he didn't realthat the business of insuring was poor, ly
agree.
but the business of investing returned
Every recent president has come to
rich rewards. And Nadler expects the office
saying that his vice president
pattern will continue.
would have a new, enhanced role in
The industry is a good investment, the administration. It seldom
lasts,
he says, because it is "absolutely
although it did for Mondale.
necessary for the world's economy."
Vice presidents can be managers,
And, he says, it can be expected to
they can be advisers,..the,y can draft
continue offering dividend increases, option
papers, they can run commitunderwriting losses or not.
tees. But presidents decide.
There are deeper reasons too, connected for example with the up-downs
of the underwriting cycle, with inflation, and with what-are considered by
some analysts to be relatively low
price-earnings ratios.
An AP News Analysis
By WALTER It MEARS
AP Special Correspondent
WASHINGTON AP) — Whatever
his credentials as a crisis manager.
Alexander M. Haig Jr. has proved he
can create one — at least in
miniature.
MI it takes is a secretary of state
who pounds the table in private and
dissents in public from a presidential
decision on who is going to do what.
In this case, it was President
Reagan's assignment of Vice President George Bush to head an administration crisis management
team. It is supposed to deal with
crises foreign and domestic.
Haig figured anything foreign was
his business, and he expressed his
displeasure in congressional
testimony even before the president
announced Bush's role. Associates
said he was angry, and they did
nothing to dampen a day of speculation that he might quit the Cabinet.
By Thursday, Haig seemed to have
calmed down. "With respect to the socalled crisis management situation.

Insurance Industry Loses
NEW YORK ( API — The propertycasualty insurance industry suffered
an underwriting loss of at least $3
billion last year, and investment
analysts who cover the industry say
the losses may continue for years.
"In fact," says Allen Nadler, who
studies the industry for Goldman
Sachs, the big securities investment
tirm, "it is entirely possible that
underwriting may never again be profitable."
Big awards by sympathetic juries,
increases in the cost of automobile
repairs, rising medical bills and inflation in general are among factors
helping,to spread the red ink across
the industry's books.
And yet, some analysts say shares
of property-casualty insurers are worthwhile investments. Nadler himself
says some "appear to provide good
value," especially for perLibeyond
18 months.
The reason is suggested by another
set of numbers.
Despite underwriting losses, says
the Insurance -Information Institute,
the property-casualty industry last
year earned $7.51 billion, up from
$6.92 billion in 1979, a one-year gain of
$590 million.
The gain, you might have surmised,
came in part from the same source of
the underwriting loss: It came as a
result of inflation and othe: economic
factors that drove up the return on
money inveSted.
Last year the property-casualty
people showed a net investment gain
of $11.32 billion before taxes, coming
mostly from dividends earned on
stocks and interest earned on bonds,
as well as from capital gains.
Insurance companies have lots of
money to invest, and so long as they
don't get caught by turns in the
market, so long as they manage to
ride with the investment tide, they
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Others Need Sympathy

Dear Editor.
I have been reading so many letters
and quotes from bleeding hearts in
support of Dr. Constantine W. Curris
that I thought some comments were
needed from people who have a little'
knowledge of the situation. I will
reserve my sympathy for the many
victims of his administration who did
not have $75,000.00 salaries (including
perquisites) to take their cases to the
courts. The present situation, to
paraphrase a former Kentucky governor and U. S. senator, is just a matter
of whose ox is getting gored. No one
complains until it's his ox.
I retired from Murray State University in 1978 with 33 years of service
credit under the Kentucky Teachers
Retirement Sfstem. All of my service
was with MSU with the exception of 4
years credit for military service dur-
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decide what you believe would be a
Beale Cannon, a senior chemistry,
fair settlement of your complaint. In
other words, determine whether you physics, and mathematics major at
would like a replacement, the job Murray State College, has been
awarded a graduate study fellowship
done again, or your money refunded.
Secondly — Go back to the mer- at the University of Louisville by the
chant who sold you the item, or the National Science Foundation. He is
person who performed the service and the son of Prof. and Mrs. A. G. Cannon
calmly state the problem and what ac- of Murray.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Vae
tion you would like taken. If this person is not cooperative, ask to see the Daniels Hart.
Elected as officers of the Calloway
supervisor or manager. Repeat the
complain, again calmly. Most com- County Association of Childhood
plaints are resolved at this level, so Education at a meeting held at Hazel
make sure that you have proper were Miss Venona Rogers, Mrs.
documentation with you,such as sales Mavis McCamish, Mrs. Earl Douglas,
receipt, repair order, warranty, and Mrs. Charles Robertson. Miss
Lottye Sinter directed the program.
cancelled check,etc.
Leah Caldwell of Murray High
If you are not satisfied with the
response, don't give up. If the com- School was named to the cabinet of
pany operates nationally or the pro- the Kentucky Youth Assembly held at
duct is a nationally distributed brand, Frankfort.
Mrs. Koslca Jones will be the
write a letter to the president or consumer official of that company. Most speaker at the 14th annual alumni
large companies have a customer banquet to be held by Hazel High
relations department to deal with pro- School at the school cafeteria on April
blems such as yours. At this time, 1.
Mr. and Mrs. Fran Watrous of
don't let what the others you have contacted influence what you say in the Elizabethtown spent the weekend
letter. Stick to specifics and state the with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ira
problem calmly. Remember that the Lyons.
person who will be reading the letter
had nothing to do with the problem,
but can have a lot to do with resolving
The Nashville Chattanooga and St.
it. You do not want to insult this perLouis Railway will discontinue
son.
HEARTLINE: I am a 78 year old passenger train service between
widow, in poor health, and for this Paducah and Bruceton, Tenn. This is
reason, I have purchased 5 Medicare the line that goes through Murray.
supplement insurance policies. Do_ The Four-H and Future Farmers of
you think that I am over-insured? America Show and Sale held March 26
and 27 saw 125 hogs shown and a total
C.B.
ANSWER: You could possibly have of $6,950.78 was received by the boys
duplicate coverage. We cannot tell for at the sale, according to John Harsure without seeing the policies. You rison, assistant county agent.
The Agriculture Club of Murray
can take advantage of our Policy
Evaluation service to see if there are State College is sponsoring a tree
some policies which you now have planting demonstration today at 1
that duplicate others. You can send us p.m. on the H. T. Waldrop farm on
copies of the policies for this evalua- Center Ridge Road.
Dr. and Mrs. Hugh Houston left totion. The cost is $1.00 per policy. Send
them to Heartline's Policy Evalua- day for New Haven, Conn., and Yale
tion, 114 East Dayton St., West Alex- University where Dr. Houston will attend a two weeks'institute on diseases
andria,Ohio 45381.
of the heart.
Births reported include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. William Rayburn, March 24,
11.1 clialiglot 5,1 leo
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Leon Collie,
March 24, and a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Hughes Edwards, March 25.
Fryers, fresh dressed, are listed at
63 cents per pound in the ad for Garrison's Market this week.

Letter To The Editor '

Murray Ledger & Times

1

ing World War II. My service includes
10 years as Chairman of the Department of Chemistry and Geology. I
took early retirement, at age 55,
because I felt that I was entitled to
leave with dignity and a little of my
sanity some people may question the
latter). Unfortunately, some* of my
colleagues were not able to do the
same.
My wife and I have combined service of almost 60 years with Murray
State University. We both wish
nothing but the best for it.
Yours truly,
Pete Panzera, Ph.D
Professor and Chau man
( Emeritus)
Dept. of Chemistry
and teology
Murray State University
- Murray, Ky. 42071

Today In History
-/By The Associated Press
Today is Monday, March 30, the
89th day of 1981. There are 276 days
left in the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On March 30, 1867, Russia agreed to
sell Alaska to the United States for
$7.2 million.
On this date:
In 1870, Texas was readmitted to the
Union after the Civ. War.
In 1917, the
Ian provisional
government
teed the independence of Poland.
In 1940, Japan established a puppet
government in occupied China. In 1974, a Chinese jetliner amved in
New York in what was described as
the first civilian flight from the
Chinese mainland to the United
States. •
y Ten years ago: The 24th Congress of
the Soviet Communist Party opened
in Moscow.
Five years ago: A general strike by
Arab citizens in northern Israel
erupted into violent clashes.
One year ago: Security forces were
on full alert as thousands of people in
El Salvador paid their last respects to
Archbishop Oscar Arnulfo Romero,
who'd been assassinated several dart
earlier.
Today's birthday: Former CIA
Director Richard Helms is 68.
Thought for today: The worst vice
of a fanatic is his sincerity --- Oscar
Wilde,Irish-born writer (1854-1900
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Alpha Zeta Agriculture
Fraternity Started At MSU
A chapter of Alpha Zeta,
an honorary fraternity of
men and women whose
educational objectives or
careers are in agriculture,
has been installed at Murray
State University.
The New Concord Adult Farmer Class concluded
Fifty agricultural students
their spring class Monday, March 23 with a dinner
meeting at Seven Seas Restaurant. Hutsons Ag Service were initiated into the fraterof Murray hosted approximately 60 class members, nity in ceremonies conwives, and guests to the Banquet. Newly elected New ducted in the University
Concord Class Officers are (fr:im left, back row) Center Saturday, March 21.
To be eligible for memberRobert Houston, President; Larry Crutcher, Secretaryship, students must have atTreasurer; and Don Spiceland, Vice-President. Front
tained a 3.0 grade point
row, Dan Hutson II of Hutsons Ag Service, and Johnnie
Stockdale, Adult Vocational Agriculture Instructor,

average or better, have completed a minimum 45
semester hours and have
been approved by the local
chapter.
Officers installed are
Barry Groves, Elkton,
chancellor; David Stahl,
Trenton, censor; Phyllis
Minner, Benton, Mo.,scribe;
Sam Englert, Fancy Farm,
treasurer; Bret Cude,
Hickory, chronicler, and
Steve Bandy, Greenville,
sergeant-at-arms.
Three national officers,

Kentucky Must Take
Stand On Brucellosis

'‘4

High Chancellor
Dr.
Maurice G. Cook, North
Carolina State University;
High Scribe Dr. J. Howard
Hesby, Texas A & M, and
High Treasurer ill Roach,
West Lafayette, Ind., attended. Ten Alpha Zeta chapters
from across the nation also
were represented.
The fraternity strives to
set high standards in the
field of agriculture and promote the profession.
Outstanding alumni of
Alpha Zeta include Dr.
George W. Beatle, a 1958
Nobel Prize recipient in the
field of genetics, and Dr.
Earl Butz, past secretary of
agriculture.

FRANKFORT — Ken- eradicate it. Maddox said.
He said there is one way
tucky must take a strong
stand on brucellosis if it in- producers can avoid the new
tends to compete with other restrictions. "If a producer
Members of the Calloway
states in the cattle business, has the herd certified, then County Young and Adult
classification
state
the
according
to
Farmer Program, wives,
state
Agriculture Commissioner doesn't matter," Maddox and guests held their 21st Ancan
cattle
be
"Those
said.
alben W. Barkley, II.
nual Combined Class Banpretesting."
New federal regulations shipped without
quet March 16th at the
requiring
tougher
brucellosis testing and shipping restrictions will take effect Jan. 1, 1982, Barkley
said.
"We don't want any
tougher restrictions than are
necessary for the free movement of Kentucky cattle,"
Dr. Lloyd Jacks, professor Methods at teaching comBarkley said, "but the new in agricultural education at munity development
and
regulations make it very im- Murray State University utilizing FFA
programs in
portant that we eradicate participated in a Community instruction
were presented
brucellosis in this state."
Development
for by the workshop leaders.
Brucellosis, sometimes Agricultutal Professionals Participants
discussed
called Bang's disease, is an workshop this past week in essential elements
of cominfectious, bacterial disease Williamsburg, Va.
munity development, proof cattle and other animals
Sponsored by the U.S. blems and needs, and
and can be transmitted to Department of Agriculture surveying and
utilizing the
humans. The disease costs and the Future Farmers of vocational agriculture/FF
A
U.S. cattle owners about $45 America, the workshop in- program in community
million annually in reduced creased the effectiveness of development. The meeting
calf drops and lower milk teaching
community concluded with a discussion
yields brought on by abor- development as part of the on implementing
community
tions, weak calves and slow agricultural education cur- development
instruction into
breeding. Eradication of the riculum.
the pre-service curriculum
disease is a cooperative
The workshop, attended by for vocational agriculture
state/federal program.
teacher educators in teachers and extension serA major difference agricultural education, pro- vice
leaders.
between current and upcom- vided background informaA new FFA community
ing regulations is that shipp- tion in community develop- ilevelopment
film titled
ing will be based on ment and motivated the "Hometown
America" was
statewide classifications establishment of community
premiered at these
rather than on county development instruction. meetings. The
film promotes
classifications as it is now. The workshops were held at the
FFA's Building Our
Under the new regulations, Mississippi State, MississipAmerican Communities proonly animals from Class A pi; Williamsburg, Virginia;
gram,. a special project of
states be shippgd without Lincoln, Nebraska;
and Salt the National FFA Foundapretesting.
Lake City, Utah.
tion sponsored by R. J.
Based on the number of
The project is coordinated Reynolds Industries of
known infected herds now in
by the Future Farmers of Winston-Salem, North
ttreastate. Kentucky will be America through a special Carolina.
rated a Class B state, accor- grant from the Farmers
ding to Dr. Tom Maddox, Home Administration of the
state veterinarian, Kentucky U.S. Department of
Department of Agriculture. Agriculture. A committee of
That means that it will be teacher educators in
much harder to move Ken- agricultural education and
tucky cattle into a Class A community development
state or even another Class planned the workshops and
state, Maddox said.
developed the instructional
"Kentuckians may find materials.
the restrictions hard to live
"If we can teach young
with," Maddox said. "Now people how to identify
there are eight or ten states resources, work with comwith restrictions against us. munity groups and carry out
In 1982 there will be 30 or successful community
tale a Patel
Diy
Uri TT A
*An 24M-92000 MIN
40."
development projects, they
Maddox said the state is can help overcome the
Our GE Executive air
just finishing an ac- serious problems that rural
conditioner cools so
efficiently, it saves
celerated program begun in communities have faced for
anticipation of the change in so long," said Byron
energy dollars.
Rawls.
e cheaper to use :nu Me
regulations. That program head of Agricultural Educaefficient models The secret s
has reduced the number of tion in the U.S. Department
the extrixiarge cod It makes i!-.e
known infected herds in Ken- of Education.
highlysfliment coMpreesor P7P7
more efficient And that can
tucky from about 475 to
The workshop began with
mean a aptcant assuage Be
about 365. Maddox said the the introduction of the new
cause the compreeeor le the
number should drop even curriculum on Community
hardest working part a any air
conditioner
more when testing is com- Development
for
pleted in September.
More comfort. Liu
Agricultural Professionals.
Although brucellosis is be.
operating cost.
ing brought under control in
The extra large outdoor cod"
In 1869, a mine disaster at
can get rid of heat from said.
Kentucky, it will probably
Plymouth, Pa., claimed 179
your
home easier So you get the
take a couple of years to
lives
quick cooling you need on the
hottest days And esergyasertog

10,1
pter of Alpha Zeta, honorary agncu ure raiernity, has been
installed at Murray State University. Attending initiations ceremonies were
kneeling in front, Barry Groves, Elkton, left, chancellor, and David Stahl, Trenton
censor. From left, middle row, are Dr. Maurice Cook, high chancellor; Or, William
F. Payne, associate professor of agriculture; Or, Durwood Beatty, professor; Bill
Roach, Alpha Zeta executive secretary and high treasurer, and Dr. Howard Hesby.
high scribe. From left back row, are Steve Bandy, Greenville, sergeant-at-arms;
Phyllis Minner, Benton, Mo., scribe; Sam Englert, Fancy Farm, treasurer; Bret Cude
Hickory, chronicler, and Arlie Scott, associate professor.

Farmer Banquet Held

The Lynn Grove Adult Farmer Class held their annual
banquet at Seven Seas Restaurant. The banquet, sponsored by the Bank of Murray, is held at the close of
class which is conducted at the Murray Area
Vocational Center. Sixty class-members and wives attended. Newly elected Lynn Grove Class officers are
(from left, back row) Eddie Workman, SecretaryTreasurer; Jim Wood Ill, Vice-President; and Rob Morton, President. Also shown are (front row)Bobby Manning and Rob Gingles of the Bank of Murray.
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Calloway County High
School Cafeteria. The banquet is held each year at the
close of the adult farmer
classes conducted at the
Murray Vocational Center.
Ellis Popcorn Company and
Hutsons Ag Service sponsored the meal for those
classmembers. This was the
21st year that these two fine
community agri-businesses
have contributed to the
young and adult farmer program in this manner.
Richard Jones, president
of the Calloway County Adult
Farmer Advisory Committee presided over the
meeting. Other advisory
committee officers are John
Tucker, vice-president;
Barry Grogan, secretary:
and Terry Workman,
treasurer. Dr. Jack Rose,
superintendent of the
Calloway County School
System welcomed the group
to the facilities at the high
school. Entertainment was
presented by the "Country'
Trend," a local country
band,following the banquet.
The Adult Farmer Program began in 1960-61 and
was one of the first of its kind
in Kentucky. Mr. Ramp
Brooks taught the classes
from 1960 until 1975; Jamie
Potts taught from 1975-1977
and Johnnie Stockdale has
been the instructor since
1977. The young and adult
farmer program is designed
to help up-date farmers on
current information in the
field of agriculture. This is
done through on farm
assistance and classes which
meet at night from October
through March at the Murray Vocational Center,
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KEEP THAT GREAT
GM FEELING WITH
GENUINE GM PARTS
—

Yellow Nova

4 door, air, I owner, new car trade
automatic. v-8. cloth seats, 72.xxx.

$1,977.00
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet Inc.
753-2617

641 South, Murray

Waiver
of finance
charges
on all new Case tractors, until June 1,1981
If you buy ehy Of Our new Case farm
tractors or a tiled farm tractor of any make betweer
March 1 1981 and May 31 1981 and finance
it through J I Case Credit Corporation
fmance charges wit! be waived from date of purchase until
June 1 1981
Remember this otter also applies to your purchase
of new Case tractors or the rebate otters
explained below

$2000
Rebate
on new Case
4-wheel drive tractors

$500
Rebate
on new Case
General Purpose tractors

YOU buy one of our new Case 4-wheel
Thee tractors — model 4890. 4690 or
4490 — Case will send you a check for
$2000

if you buy One ()tour new Case
General
'Purpose tractors — model 1690 /490
1390 1290 or 1190— Case will send yos,
a check for $600
Purchase must be made between March 1, and
May 31. 1981 If you choose you can apply
the rebate toward your down payment
NOTE Government Agencies Departments do not
auaty for rebate

See us now for two-way tractor savings!

McKee!
Equipment Co.
503 Walnut
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Breds Get Best Of Tug Of War Series With Iowa
After waging a virtual
baseball tug of war with
Iowa for nearly a week, Miural. State sent the Big Ten
contenders home reeling by
Liking the first game Saturday , 11-4, and then the se(ond, 9-8, after it had
postponed earlier in the
week with Iowa leading. 7-1,
through four and a half innings.
The two wins gave Murray
i final 5-3 edge in the series.

more of their blossoming
home run punch as Gary
Blaine tagged a two-run shot
in the fifth and Lee Hutson
came back with a three-run
shot in the eighth The
homers gave both players
eight for the season

Hutson now leads Murray
with 35 RBI for the year.
Ronnie Scheer had two
run-scoring doubles as his
first inning hit drove in Scott
Peck and his two-out hit in
In the first game. Scott the seventh scored Hutson.
Neater pitched the full nine
The Racers, now 15-10 for
innings for Murray as he the year. saved their
struck out five batters anti dran.
,
tics for the second
walked four
game.

Tucker was scored on in
only the sixth inning, when
Iowa trimmed Murray's
lead to 6-4.
'The Thoroughbreds got

The comeback began in
the sixth inning as Carrell
Boyd's three-run homer
scored Darrel White and
Ronnie Scheer to make the

Manley Sets Records
For MSU, Great Britain

score 7-4. Boyd had driven in
Murray's first run earlier in
the week.
The Racers got their other
run in the inning when Peck
singles with two out and
scored when Clay Boone's
single got past the right
fielder.
After Iowa had scored
another run in the top of the
ninth inning, Murray staged
another its final rally.
After Hutson led off the inning with a walk,the Racers
had to score all their runs
with two out.
It started when David
Scheer and Boyd singled to
score Hutson before Jeff
Oakley singled to score
Scheer and Boyd to tie the
game.
Peck's single moved

Chancellor, running for
Oakley, to third base before
the inning collapsed on Iowa.
After three balls had been
delivered to Boone, he was
walked intentionally before
Blaine brought in the winning run by drawing the final
walk on a full count.
Randy Shively got the win
for Murray in relief.
The loss prevented Iowa
pitcher Bill Drambel, 17-2
through this stage of his
junior year, from becoming
the all-time winning pitcher
in his school's history.
Drambel had won a
previous decision over Murray, 14-4, in the teams' first
game.
Murray will host St. Louis
and North Dakota in a pair of
games at Reagan Field today.

410,.892
Boone
Hutson
345, .690
White
354, .671
R. Scheer...329, .646
Team
306,.543
000004080.482
Iowa
02112014 a II 10 I
MSU
Itadosevich„
Bnan Hobaugh
Mark
4i and Dick Turelb; Scott Tucker and
Jeff Oakley 28 - Tony Burley I
Ronnie Scheer M 2. HR - Lee Hutson Mi,Gary Blame iM

3 300 1 0 1
Iowa
8133
0 0 0 1 0 4 4 - 9120
MSU
Bill Drambel, Davld Bagel 171, Randy North • 7, and Dick Turelb; Mike
Henning. Randy Sluvely 13) and Jeff
Oakley 2B - Burley (11, Ed Garton
ii 2, Mike Kaliban. HR
Carrell
eM 1, Mike Morsch 'ii.

Playing in more friendly
surroundings may have been
the difference the Murray
State tennis team needed
this weekend as it defeated
its top Ohio Valley Conference rival, Austin Peay,
5-4, Saturday after having
toppled Western Kentucky,
9-0, earlier in the day.
The wins left Murray with
a 2-0 record in the OVC and a
10-7 overall slate as it
prepares to return to the
road this coming weekend.
The Racers had split their
singles matches with Austin
Peay and had dropped the
number three doubles match. It was then left To
‘
the
number one and two teaths,
after each had won the first
set and dropped the second,
to rally in both third sets and
salvage an important early
season match.
"Our guys are conference
champions," MSU coach

-

Two Mile Relay
Fourth 'Stewart,
Riley. Teresa Bradford. Wend Slaton
10 08 08
440 Yard Relay
Sixth Payne.
Holmes. Aboruit Ervin, Glenvira
Williams 49 W
Shot Put - Jenny Oberhausen 3rd
42-5.
1000 Meter Hurdles - Janice Dixon
:6th, 15.0
High Junip - lidey .6th15-2.
030 Meter --Wiliianrsi 4th)21.13.
880 Medley Relay - Fifth Payne,
Ervin. Williams, Ilmon 11 St 94.
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Receive a $1.50 rebate direct from
Gulf when you buy five quarts of
any Gulfpride motor oil.
Offer expires May 31, 1981

University
Gulf Service
Flea Pilafs. Murray

753 5787

If anyone is wondering
why the Breds have lost 10
games, however, the team's
earned run average is a
whopping 4.93 while they
have committed 69 errors,
already 21 more than last
year.

Bennie Purcell said. "They
have been through tight matches before.
"Playing at home helped
us win by the 5-4 score.
Earlier, in our 5-4 losses on
the road, we were not used to
the surroundings."
mist 9, Western,

PULLING OUT THE STOPS — Murray State's Mats
Ljungman reaches low for a backhand return in his win

over Austin Peay's Gary Carter in the no. 1 singles match.
Stan Photo 69 David H4313dts

The Murray State men's
track team _Split into two
groups this weekend, with
one participating in the
Florida Relays and the other
in the Western Kentucky Invitational.
In the Florida Relays, Eddie Wedderburn set a new
course record and qualified

for the NCAA meet by winn- a time 14:21.5. Chris Bunyan
ing the 3,000 meter was second in 14:26.0 while
steeplechase in a lime of Richard Charleston, running
independently, was fifth in
846.3
:.Wedderburn had won
14:48.0.
the 1500 meter run on FriIn the Open Invitational
day.
5000, Jerry Odlin was sixth in
Gary Ribbons was also a a time of 14:20.3.
winner for Murray State as
The other finish for Murhe took the 5000 meter run in

Hargrove, Key Total 18
Whiffs In Lakers' Wins
Calloway County's pitchers combined for 18
strikeouts Saturday as the
Lakers opened their baseball
season with a doubleheaders
weep of Providence by
scores of 2-1 and 11-6.
In the first game, Don
Hargrove held Providence to
just two hits while striking
out eight hitters and walking
only one as Calloway rallied
in the seventh inning for
their 2-1 win.
The Lakers scored their
first run in the third when
Bob Fry reached on an error
and Craig Darnell replaced
him on the hates on a
fielder's choice.. Darnell
went to second base on an error before scoring on
Hargrove's single to centerfield,
Calloway finished off Providence in the seventh when
Fry led off with a single and
stole second base. As he was

attempting to steal third
also, the throw from the catcher went into centerfield,
allowing him to score.
"Hargrove pitched a
game,"
tremendous
Calloway coach Joe
Stonecipher said. "He had
real good control and we
played real good defense
behind him."
In the second game, the
Lakers used a seven-run
fourth inning to take a 9-3
lead and hold on for their 11-6
win.
After Calloway had scratched out two runs in the first
when Bill Berberich was hit
by a pitch with the bases
loaded and Tim Brown's
groundout scored the second, the Lakers parlayed
their only extra base hit of
the day,a double by Dan Key
off the left field fence, into
their big inning.
Another two runs scored

when Hargrove's grounder
to first was fielded by the
Providence pitcher and
overthrown to the base.
Key was the winning pitcher for Calloway, striking
out 10 batters while walking
five.
"I believe this is out best
team in four years,Stonecipher said. "But I also
believe this district is the
toughest in the region
again."
The Lakers are scheduled
to go to Mayfield today
before" returning home to
play Marshall County Tuesday and Murray Wednesday.
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 - 1 48
Providence
0 0 1 0 0 0 I --2 2 4
Calloway
Hopson and R. Martin; Donny
Hargrove and C'raig Darnell.
Providence 1 2 0 0 0 1 2- 6 9 5
2 0 0 7 2 0 s - 11 6 3
Calloway
Ray. Hopson t5, and Hopson, R.
Martin 151, Dan Key and Craig
Darnell, Roland Conoley Si. 28 Rev

•
Calloway Girls Improve Times
PADUCAH, Ky. - The
Calloway County girLs track
team opened its season re
the Paducah Tilghman Invitational this weekend,
finishing eighth in the 10team field.
Calloway coach Sue
Outland was pleased with

her team's performances,
however.
"I thought they did a good
job,- Outland said. "I am
proud of them.
"Their times were better
than usual for this time of
the year."
Team Results
Henderson county
$11, Marshall County 42, Providence 37.

Centralia 25, 1 liristian County 19,
Paducah Tilgionan 18, Union County
18. Calloway County 13. Fulton City 7.
Henry County 4
Calloway Results
Discus Ion Charlton 4th,
long Jump Jena Hoke ,2nd
100 Yard Dash Gina Walker i5thi
Mile Run - Patty Doyle (5thi
=Yard Dash Walker 5th
Fifth (Walker.
440 Yard Relay
Hoke, Alicia Adkisson. Jil
Childeress

ray was in the 4 x 400 Relay,
in which the team of Alfred
Brown,lerry Konantz, Tony
Smith and Elvis Forde was
third in a time of 3:12.63.
In the Western Invitational, Murray had one first
place finish and three
seconds.
Morris Smith won the pole
vault with a leap of 15-0; Andy Vince wai second in the
discus with a throw of 164-2;
Ernie Patterson was second
in the high jump at 6-10; and
Don Small was in the triple
jump at 48-6.

M urray To
Hold Banquet

Murray High will hold its
basketball banquet at 6:30
p.m. at the high school
cafeteria tomorrow night.
Team awards and letters
will be presented.

CARROLL VWAudi-Mazda
Inc.
0000.1n,
753.1050

BEDDING PLANTS
Vegetables
Brussel Sprouts
Broccoli
Tomatoes
Cabbage
Locany Grown

I 414

MSU 5, Austin Pea) 4
Singles Results - Lpingman def
Greg Carter,6-4, 6-2. Persson def Hal
Jolly, 7-5, 6-2. Swarting lost to Don
Carbone, 6-4, 6-4, Costig. del Paul
Gaff, 6-4,4-4. 6-2, Tistisammer lost to
Brad Properiohn, 6-7, 6-2, 6-2, Wide
lost to Jantman Junghahan,
Doubles Results - PerssonSwarting del Jolly-Carbone,6-2, 3-6, 62, Ltungman-Costigan dot CarterGaff, 6-3, I-6,62, Ttstharnmer-Massaii
lost to Propertohn-Junghahan,6.1.6-3

INHABIT
A
RABBIT

Wedderburn Sets Record, Qualifies For NCAA
C

CUT
(21) so
before

Singles Results - Mats Lpingman
def. Andres Thorna.sen, 6-4, 6-4, Terie
Persson def Jorge Alemparte. 6.2.6-1,
Finn Swarting def. Ken Putlak, 7-5, 26, 6-2, Mite Costtgan def_ Tony
Thanas,6.0,6-2, Erik Tisthammer del
Jon Mark tones, 6-4, 6-1; Steve Wide
del N that Ulusay, 6-0,6-0
Per ssonDoubles Results
Swarting del Thomsen-Alemparte, 6.
Lyungman-Costigan del PutlakThanas, 6-4. 6-3, Tothammer-Steve
Massad def Fones-Ulusay, 7-5,6-3

EUGENE, Ore. (API — ing good shots," said LouiUnbeaten Louisiana Tech siana Tech Coach Sonja
parlayed a formidable re- Hogg, whose Lady Techsters
bounding advantage into a won all 34 of their games. "I
79-59 victory over Tennessee just can't say enough about
on Sunday in the champion- them. Our kids held their
ship game of the AIAW Divi- composure, held their
sion I basketball tourna- poise."
ment.
Old Dominion edged
Southern California 68-65
earlier in the day for third
place in the tournament of
the Association of Intercollegiate Athletics for
Women.
"You got to give our kids
credit for getting all those
rebounds, and we were takINTRODUCING 1981
RABBIT DIESEL
EPA Mileoge
. 56 MPG Hwy
Large Inventory
To Choose From

5 Qt. 10-40-011

V-8

As a team, Murray is slugging at a potential record
.543 pace while hitting for a
.306 average.

Tech Wins AIAW Title
Over Tennessee, 79-59

SPECIAL
SERVICE
Oil Filter
'1495
Lube
Now

Alignment $1195

.200 mark while Carrell Boyd
has staged an even more
noticable turnaround.
After hitting only .063 in
his first 32 at bats. Boyd has
had 10 tuts in his last 23 appearances for a .435 mark
and 13 runs batted in.

MSU Sweeps WKU, Austin Peay

MEN1PHIS - The Murray
Both Manley and Riley
State women's track team qualified for the nationals
finished fifth in the 12-team with their finishes.
Memphis State Invitational
Other finishes for Murray
this weekend as it totaled 53 included:
points, just one behind IlHeptathlon
Kim Slayden 5thi
:1,812.
linois State's 54.
10,000 Meter -- Cara O'Brien 3rd
Alabama won the meet 41 07
with 145 points while Kansas
Mile Relay - 10th ; Angela Payne.
lhane Holmes, Diane Stewart, Agnes
was second with 118.
Riley 14 08 58
The highlight for Murray
was Allison Manley's setting
a school record and a national record for Great Britain in the heptathlon, which
she won with 5,373 points.
Agnes Riley was the Lady
Racers' other winner, taking
the long jump with a
Aistance of 20-8.

Through 25 games, the
Racers have amassed some
sensational statistics.
Clay Boone, who leads the
team vnth a .410 batting
average and 11 home runs, is
also packing a remarkable
.892 slugging percentage in
only freshman season.
After Peck's .366 average,
which is second on the team,
there are four MSU players
hitting over .300 and slugging at more than a .600 clip.
They include Lee Hutson
at .345 and .690, Darrel White
at .354 and .671, Gary Blaine
at .301 and .651, and Ronnie
Scheer at .329 and .646.
Scheer has brought his
average up from around the

Flowers
Petunias
Marigolds
Geraniurn's
Hanging Baskets

Flowering Trees
bogwood — Peach
Pear -- Crab
Complete Landscaping Service
Opon /11416.-Sat. 11-5 See. 1-5

Jones Landscaping 4S
Phone 753-1725
407 N. 12th St.
ay, Ky.
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IU, UNC Clash For NCAA Championship

Above All, Teamwork
Is Gospel For Coaches
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MSU Scrimmage Opens Offense

TS,

ast

CUTTING LOOSE — MSU quarterback Gino Gibbs
(21) scrambled in the grasp of a tackler (above) just
before pitching off to Nick Nance(40)and in passing to

one of his receivers (below) before the rush could
reach him.
Staff Photos By David ilkobins
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Celtics Will Get More Than 48
Hours After 98-94 Division Win
By KEN RAPPOPORT AP Sports Writer
Bill Fitch made his Boston
Celtics an offer they couldn't
refuse.
"I offered them 48 hours
rest if they won this one,
said the Celtic coach.
"That's the best bribe I
could make."
It turns out that the Celtics
will get more than 48 hours
off as a result of their 98-94
National Basketball Association victory over the
Philadelphia 76ers Sunday.
They'll get a bye that could
amount to nine days in the
NBA playoffs, which start
Tuesday night.
The Celtics and 76ers actually finished the regular
season with the same NBAbest records of 62-20. They
also were tied in head-tohead competition, 3-3, and in
their record against Eastern
Conference opponents, 42-16

But the Celtics claimed the
Atlantic Division title with a
better record within their
division, 19-5 to 15-9.
The 76ers will jump right
into first-round playoff action Tuesday night with the
start of a three-game series
against the Indiana Pacers.
In the other first-round
Eastern Conference playoff
series, the Chicago Bulls will
oppose the New York
Knicks.
The Western Conference
playoffs start Wednesday
night with Houston visiting
Los Angeles and Kansas City
at Portland. The Kings nailed down the final playoff
spot in the West with a 113104 victory over Dallas Sunday night while Golden State
was dropping a 96-92 decision to Seattle.
Along with Boston, other
division winners to draw
firstround byes are

Hendon's
Service
Station
Full Auto Repairs
And Service
•Tune-Upe
•Brakes•Shocks•
All General
Auto Repair

Full Time
Mechanic Now
On Duty
Free 12 Point Inspection With
All Service Jobs
Please Come See Us
For Your Auto Needs

Hendon's
Servici Station
."-sstr"-Waseer

7S3-1921
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a four-game losing streak at
home.
Sonics 96, Warriors 92
James Bailey had eight of
his 24 points in the fourth
quarter to trigger Seattle
past Golden State.
Spurs 135, Rockets 109
George Gervin had a
gamehigh 30 points as San
Antonio routed Houston.
Gervin finished his fourth Virginia.
And then there are the
straight season with more
coaches.
than 2,000 points.
Knight is the martinet, the
Bulls 101, Pacers 97
disciplinarian who couldn't
Rick Sobers and Artis
resist a verbal taunt SaturGilmore each scored in the
day night that prompted an
final 42 seconds to lead
MU fan to respond with inChicago over Indiana. The
sults — which Knight
Pacers had tied the game at
answered by shoving the
97 on a free throw by Billy
man against a wall. You
Knight with 54 seconds left,
may not like his manner, but
before the Bulls took over.
there is no denying his
Bucks 132, Hawks 128
coaching genius. Few teams
Sidney Moncreif scored take the court better
five points in the final 29 prepared, and few coaches
seconds of overtime to lead have players as declicted to
Milwaukee over Atlanta. them as Knight does.
The Bucks finished with a 60"If something gets to him,
22 record, second best in the he lets people know about
NBA.
it," said Randy Wittman, In-

Pulaski Uses Heroics
Of Guards Named Lori

NOW OFFERS

200 4* Sf

Milwaukee of the Central
Division, San Antonio in the
Midwest and Phoenix in the
Pacific.
In Sunday's other action, it
was San Antonio 135,
Houston 109: Chicago 101, Indiana 97: Milwaukee 132,
Atlanta 128 in overtime;
Washington 138, Cleveland
103; New York tripped New
Jersey 103-95; Phoenix
walloped Utah 105-90;
Portland routed San Diego
144-129 and Denver edged
Los Angeles in overtime 148146.
Larry Bird and Robert
Parish each scored 24 points
to lead the Celtics, who built
up a big advantage quickly
and then withstood a late rally by the 76ers.
Kings 113, Mavericks 104
Scott Wedman scored a
game-high 27 points to lift
Kansas City over Dallas and
boost the Kings into the NBA
playoffs for the thisd year in
a row. Otis Birdsong added
25 points and Ernie Grunfeld
had 23 as the Kings snapped

By ALEX SACHARE
diana's 6-fout-ti swingmeui
AP Sports Writer
who may draw the defensive wouldn't divulge whether devastating against LSI.J.
PHILADELPHIA ( AP) — assignment against North Kitchel would get the nod
Also, we have to have paDefense, rebounding, pa- Carolina star Al Wood. "He again.
tience to play for the good
tience on offense and above doesn't allow the same
"I think he'd prefer to shots."
all teamwork — that's the mistakes to happen over and have Wittman on Wood, but
The battle up front will be
gospel according to Bobby over. I don't think we have that would leave Kitchel on
waged by 6-10 Landon
Knight and Dean Smith and too much fear of his anger, Pepper," speculated Smith, Turner
and 6-9 Ray Tolbert
that's the lund of basketball because you can't play referring to Mike Pepper, a
for Indiana against 6-9 Sam
to be played tonight when In- basketball out of fear and 6-3 North Carolina guard. "I Perkins
and 6-9 James Wordiana takes on North he's never chewed out don't think he would want
thy for North Carolina.
Carolina for the NCAA anyone who didn't deserve that. They may elect not to
Another player to watch is
championship.
play one or two people close- All-American point guard
Although Knight was the
"It's a respect for his ly so they can concentrate on
Isiah Thomas of Indiana,
focus of controversy follow- knowledge of the game."
others. In a sense that's a who was hampered by foul
ing a run-in with a Louisiana
Smith may not have zone, like a triangle-and- trouble in the semifinals but
State fan at a hotel Saturday Knight's tough reputation, two."
is capable of dominating the
night, that sideshow didn't but there's no question about
There's no point in trying floor with his quickness and
diminish the appeal of who is the key figure in the to guess what defense North court
sense. Jim Thomas, no
tonight's glittering final.
North Carolina program. Carolina will use. Over the relation to Isiah, clid a
The records may be tar- The players fill roles or else course of the 40 minutes, brilliant job of running the
nished — ninth-ranked In- they don't play, and the roles Smith uses them all.
team against LSU and gives
diana is 25-9 and sixth-rated are designed by Smith, who
"Our main difference in Indiana backcourt depth.
orchestrates
the Tar Heels philosophy is on defense,"
North Carolina is 29-7 — but
North Carolina's guards
everything else about the ti- through a variety of offen- Smith said when asked to are Pepper and playmaker
sive and defensive patterns. compare his approach to the Jimmy Black two players
tle game is pure gold.
There's nothing subtle game to Knight's. "I think who get much less publicity
Both schools have great
basketball traditions. Both about Indiana's defense.
it's important to do different than the Tar Heels' front"You know what they're things because it makes the courtmen but who play key
coaches, Knight of Indiana
and Smith of North Carolina, going to do," said Wood, the other team prepare for so roles in Smith's scheme of
are among the acknowledg- 6-6 senior whose 39 points much more.
things.
ed leaders of their profes- against Virginia set a record
"We do play the man-toThe only injury question
sion. Both teams have for an NCAA semifinal and man best, but we'll also involves Wood, who has been
brilliant individual athletes, left him just three points throw out the junk — our playing all season with a
but both utilize them within short of 2,000 for his career. scramble defense, our point shoulder that sometimes
the team concept — just the "They come out in straight defense. We'll use them all." pops out of place. It happenway the basketball purist man-to-man — pressure,
Is Knight worried? Silly ed late in the semifinal win
pressure, pressure."
would want it.
question.
over Virginia.
Knight
would
have it no
And both are playing at the
"We spend far more time
"There's a lot of pain, but
other
way.
top of their games, to the
on our team than on the it's not a lasting thing. It
"Two of my all-time other team," he said. "It's a pops out and pops back in,"
point where both coaches
say you can ignore the result favorite people are (ex- game of identifying your said Wood. "I iced it Saturof their most recent meeting, coaches) Henry Iba and Pete strengths and weaknesses day night and it shouldn't
a 65-56 North Carolina Newell," said Knight. "If I and then playing to your bother me Monday."
was to play a zone they strengths and avoiding your
triumph in December.
Before the championship
"That game is so long ago, would disown me. So I can't weaknesses. Only then do we is decided, LSU, 31-4, will
you're probably talking do it. I have to keep at least try to suit this to whatever meet Virginia, 28-4, in the
team we're playing.
about two different teams," two friends.
consolation game. But the
"There are a lot of ways to
"North Carolina does pre- big attraction will come
said Knight. "In each case,
skin
a
squirrel,"
he
added.
sent
a
different
set of pro- some three hours later, at
we're a far better team to"But in our approach to the blems, however," he conced- 8:15 p,rn., EST, when Inday."
game
we
would
rather
stick
ed. "They go from one diana and North Carolina tip
"We're both different
clubs since the first game," to one defense and shape it defense to another better off for the title.
and
mold
it till we get it than any team in the counagreed Smith, who is in the
Whoever wins will earn a
try, and play them all well." spot in the NCAA record
Final Four for the sixth time right."
The Hoosiers have allowed
Is there a key factor to book. If it's North Carolina,
but has never won the championship. "They are a much just 58.8 points per game, so watch for tonight?
the Tar Heels would tie the
"I don't think so," said 1977 Marquette Warriors for
better team. For one thing, they've been getting it right
they've settled on one lineup, rather often. But the mat- Knight. "Victory will go to the NCAA champion with the
North the team that makes fewer most losses, seven. If it's Inwhich they didn't have then. chups against
And we've made progress Carolina could force Knight mistakes."
diana, Marquette would be
to do some more shaping and
Smith was a bit more supplanted by the Hoosiers.
since then, too.
7 molding.
precise
in
his
analysis.
"Hey, when you get this
It may not be the most enTed Kitchel, who is 6-8,
"The No.1 key is reboun- viable of records, but it's one
far, both teams should be
guarded
Wood
in
the
regular
ding
and
they are a very either coaching genius,
good."
season game and Wood phsyical team," he said. Smith or Knight, would gladBoth teams are.
scored
18
points.
Knight
"Their rebounding was ly accept.
Indiana, which won the title here in 1976, has won 18 of
its last 22 games and has
overwhelmed its four NCAA
tourney opponents by an
average of 25 points. That includes a 67-49 decision over
LW in Saturday's semifinal.
North Carolina, meanwhile,
has taken 11 of its last 12
starts, 'including a 78-65
semifinal victory over

ir

By HERBERT SPARROW
round.
Associated Press Writer
Muncy entered the game
RICHMOND, Ky. ( AP) — for the first time with only 28
Pulaski County used the seconds left after Hines had
heroics of a pair of guards fouled out and with Pulaski
named Lori — one a season- County trailing Warren East
lOng star, the other a little 57-54+.'
used substitute with a hanPulaski County trailed 57dicap that may have stopped 56 at the time and nearly lost
most people — to capture its the ball twice looking for a
first girls state high school final shot before Muncy fired
basketball championship.
in a 10-foot shot from the
Lori Hines scored 87 points 'baseline with six seconds rein four state tournament maining for a 58-57 Pulaski
games last week at Eastern County victory.
Kentucky University, in"I knew I had to come in
cluding 22 in Pulaski and do my best," said MunCounty's 50-42 win over Mar- cy.
shall County in Saturday
Pulaski County then rolled
night's championship game. to easy 24-point victories in
"Lori has been our leader its next two games, 55-31,
all year," said Pulaski Coun- over Webster County and 59ty coach Larry Hurt. "You 35 over Rowan County, to
Couldn't ask anything more enter the title game.
than what Lori doeS for us."
Marshall County fought
limb 10 years ago, who kept back from a first quarter
Pulaski County's dreams deficit to defeat Louisville
alive in Thursday's opening Mercy 62-48 in the first round

and Elizabethtownn 47-38 in
the quarterfinals.
The Lady Marshalls then
shocked top-ranked Clark
County 57-47 in Saturday's
semifinals.
In the championship
game, Pulaski County, 35-4,
jumped to a quick 16-4 lead
in the first quarter.
Hurt said his team lost
some of its momentum at
that point as Marshall County ran off 10 unanswered
points in the second quarter
to move to within 22-20.
Pulaski County held the
lead at halftime 26-20, and
throughout the third quarter,
but Marshall County finally
caught up at 34-all when
center Laura Seay hit a
basket 30 seconds into the
fourth quarter.
That's when Hines took
over. The 5-6 guard popped
in a 15-footer to give Pulaski
County the lead for good.

It pays
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For a limited time,
you can spend a little less

.

Many of the first John Deere Lawn and Garden
1 Tractors built in 1963 are still running. Proves you
get what you pay for. Now; save on John Deere
quality
o
products. Lawn tractors or lawn and garden
tractors are $10 per horsepower off. You save $80
$200. Eight other popular products are reduced
$2 to $80 off suggested retail prices. Spend a little
less on a lot of quality during John Deere Downto-Earth Values days. All offers expire May 31.
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Good

Guy-Bad Guy Theme Is Right Out Of 1930s
PA

Kni'ght's Skirmish Proves Personality Contrast
tt ILL G RD4SLE
AP Special Correspondent
PHILADELPHIA t AP —
Bobby Knight's skirmish
with a heckler over the
weekend pointed up the
sharp personality contrast of
the rival coaches in tonight's
big game for the college
basketball championship.
It's the good guy-bad guy
theme right out of those
dime pulp magazines of the
1930s - plots polished up by
an imaginative Hollywood
and and fed us in movies and
on the screen.
It's Alan Ladd's Shane going eye-to-eye with blackSuited Jack Palance
a

Sears

North Caroluium, ironically
all over again
So you "picks your man
and takes your choice."
There's Knight, coach of
the Indiana Hoosiers, whose
molecular makeup is a little
bit of Billy Martin, a sprinkling of General Patton and a
lot of the late Vince Lombardi and Woody Hayes
Down the floor apiece
there's fatherly, mildmannered Dean Smith, who
will be directing the
maneuvers of the North
Carolina Tar Heels.
"People always say,
'Nobody can be that good,"
says UCLA's Coach Larry

24 color
portraits

95o deposit at sitting
and the $19 balance plus postal fees ss hen the postman
delivers your portraits or pas the full $19.95 at time cif
sitting and receive sour portraits postage paid.
.„.
• Package includes one 10s13. two 5%10. three 5s7,15
wallet size and :3 miniaturt,
charins color portraits.
• No bmit on number of packages.•
• No age limit.
• 95c for each additional subject in same portrait
• Offer is limited to full package orders onls .
• Use your Sears charge card

Adults and family groups welcome!

Sears

Satisfaction guaranteed
or your money back.
Offer good on portraits taken

Wednesday, April 1st
Bel-Air Shopping Center
South 12th Street — Murray

Brown, a former Smith
understudy . "They dismiss
him as some kind of goody
two shoes. But that's the way
he is . a good, caring person
Nobody says that about
Knight, the curly-haired terror who kicks chairs, grabs
players by the nape of the
neck and occasionally
shoves a tormentor against
the wall — as he did Saturday night to a Louisiana
State fan with whom he got
into a shoving-cussin' match It happened in the lounge

of a suburban Cherry Hill,
N.J., motel after Knight's
Hoosiers had crushed the
Bayou Tigers in the NCAA
semifinals_
-We didn't trade shoves:'
Knight said later of the incident. •'I did the shoving. We
didn't trade insults — he did
the insulting."
Thus the NCAA Championship Final in Philadelphia's
Spectrum, one of sport's
premier spectacles, focuses
the spotlight on the two brain
trusts on the sidelines.

Navratilova Finding
Game More Enjoyable
NEW YORK AP - Martina Navratilova, a former
teenage star now considered
an old-timer in women's tennis, feels the pressure of age
even as the game becomes
more enjoyable for her.
"The traveling, the press
conferences and the parties
are grueling, but on the court
I enjoy it more than ever
before. I even enjoy practice," Navratilova said Sunday after winning her third
winter tour singles title in
four years with a 6-3, 7-6 victory over Andrea Jaeger in
the final of the $300,000 Avon
Championships.
Navratilova, 24, was the
oldest player in the eightwoman field and the only one
who had been in a winter
tour finale before. Jaeger is
15, and the third-place
finisher in the tournament.
Bettina Bunge of West Germany,is 17.
Navratilova, who won
$100,000 Sunday, was easily
the top player in women's
tennis in the first months of
this year, but she still is
behind Chris Evert Lloyd
and Tracy Austin in the
world rankings. IJoyd skipped most of the winter tournaments and Austin has
been injured since January.
"I'd like to be No.1 again
but I'm getting older and
can't keep saying 'Next
year, next year.' Sooner or
later I will run out of next
years, so I have to get going," said Navratilova, who
wore a green ribbon shaped
in an inverted "V" in sympathy for the black children

murdered in Atlanta.
Not nearly as colorful and
quotable as Billie Jean King
and others who were stars
when she first came on the
tennis scene in 1973,
Navratilova seems happier
on the court and even jokes
with reporters.

subordinating the activate:,
of the young men on the
floor
Smith, now 50, a disciple of
the immortal Phog Allen at
Kansas, has a record of 19
winning seasons in the 20 he
has been at N.C., 429 victories and 142 defeats, not
counting the play ofis. He has
made numerous innovations
— his ''four corners"
defense the most notable —
coached an Olympic gold
medal team and sent scores
of his pupils into pro ball,

many becoming stars.
This is his sixth time in the
NCAA's Final Four, exceeded only by Wooden's 11 times
and 10 victories. The late
Rupp made the finals six
times, winning four. This is
No.3 for Knight, whose
Hoosiers won in 1976.
Knight, 40, a sub on the
great Ohio State teams of the
early 1960s which included
Jerry Lucas and John
Havlicek, has established a
remarkable record of 228
victories and 68 defeats.

Get a headstart
in your new town.
Don't waste time wondering about a fast way to get
your bearings CalLme- your WELCOME WAGON Hostess
When you've lust moved, you're pressed for time
And the gifts, community and burviness intormatioe. I bring
wiil save your family time and money
Let me tea to i you scon

Inge king 492-1341

Now at your Toyota
joule rc.ui Ii,yia is hCdpeT lc keep
than before We or loweted the prses ot the mosi basic servtces
and pans tune ups Oil Likings, air and oil Oen spark plugs even
batteries We sell the geriatric Toyota Maintenance Free battery with
improved cold craniong performance which glues you more power
for all . weather start ups and doesn require the addition of water
for up to a till:6 yean under normal drying ,lorstuons For Toyota
service spettalists arid genuine Toyota parts plus new everyday 'irOW
pnces bring your Toy'a to the people who know Toyotas best

vosa?,

TOYOTA

Hatcher Auto Sales
515 S. 12th
Murray, Ky.
Phone 753-4961

Mary Illinditen 753-5570

Join the Fun
PLAN TO ATTEND

Mill-ray Ledger & Times
SOUTHERN KITCHENS COOKING SCHOOL

ENTERTAINING IDEAS!RECIPES!PRIZES!

S1RL0111 STOCKADE'S
WEEKDAY SPECIALS

Date Thursday

=EDAM

April 9th
illESDAV

Club 27.9
Steak
WEDUESDAV

Chicke
stenape
Fried
Dinnersinclude:
All SouCan Eat SALAD BAR,
Baked Potato or French Pries
& StockadeToast
All menu items 12 price for children under 12
wham accompanied by an adult.

SIRLOIN STOCKADE
Prices good ar pa,t,c,paong Saio,n Stockades

Bel Air Shopping
Center — Murray, Ky.

Time 7:00 P.M.
pin
.
e M.S.U. Lovett
--w7g Auditorium
These national products are
Free Tickets Available At: the Soulliern Kitchens® 1mill
I& T Warehouse
(oast T.(omit
Owtott's
Big
hotoolig's11••••••
Novel& Tors & Nome
Nish. N Tiger,
▪
feard•in
11••••••'• Iltiatteiy Salon
illgerray Aggollege•(•
11••••egs•
111•0 n Aggille•te•
J. P. 11•11§1/1'•
Nkili Nee* / Sem*

Mae/ford Now.. Gollitry
Tli• Flow. Ile•ket
Illiggim's If grollt•e•
P N Nkuth
Iltifergy No.* & 11•1•
Bagley'
Uprr4veP.400
▪ K
Storey's
he.. We•
Icaersay's Porch
Iiimerey itmlog (tiat•r
Me*.
Solielyear
liertgrir• Teruo 1 Nemo
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A:iro

Pruit
Pres!)
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HERSHEY'S
COCOA 0
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'
4,1thertt

Hamilton Beach

•
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Important news for ultra low tar smokers.

Merit
Launches
New Merit
Ultra Lights!
Now the MERITidea has been introducedatonly4
New MERIT Ultra Lights.A milderMERITfor thos mg tare whoprefer
an ultra low tarcigarette.
New MERIT Ultra Lights.It goingtoseta whole ne
w taste
standardfor ultra low tarsmoking

Only
4 mg tar

•

Regular&
Menthol
/4 mg "tar; 0.4 tog nicotine ay. per cigarette by
FTC Method

Warning: The Surgeon General Has Determined
Pat Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous to Your Healt
h.
Ph Iir Mona Inc 19111

Ultra Lights
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DILL LOVE THE RESULTS
WAIT ADS BRING

Greenhouses Run On Carrots
GRANTS PA,Ore API
- The fuel that heats Bill
Schultz's business is cheap
and plentiful, efficient and
innovative, clean if a bit
smelly. What more can you
ask of a system that runs on
carrots?
Schultz uses bunny power
to heat his conunercial
greenhouses in a novel experiment to turn rabbits into
radiators by converting their
1 03-degree
body
temperature into 60-degree
room temperature
Rabbits body heat IS
dissipated through blood
vessels in their long ears,
which act as radiators, a fact
that researchers have been
trying to turn to their advantage for years.
Schultz has 400-500 caged
rabbits - more are always
arriving - that produce
about 190,000 British thermal
units of heat a day for his
southern
Oregon
Greenhouses That's about
half of what commercial
gas-fired heaters produce,
he said. A Btu is a measurement of the heat needed to
raise the temperature of a

pound of water one degree.
college, says he became in- inertial packing plant
ITL-e-iga Notice Schultz figures the rabbits terested the possibilities of
Schultz moved here five
have cut his heating bill by rabbit heating after gradua- years ago and set up his
A final settlement of at
counts has been filed in the
as much as :b percent and tion
greenhouse business, still inCalloway District Court by
sees the potential for greater
He went to Denver, where trigued by the idea of using
Alyis Jones, Executor. of the
savings with inure rabbits the federal government had animals to heat rooms.
estate of Pearl Jones,
and some additional insula- proposed building a rabbitWith Oregon State Univerdeceased Exceptions to
tion.
packing house to help sity providing some experthis settlement must be blWith his present herd, stimulate rabbit producUon tise, he began his trial rabbit
ed in the Calloway District
Schultz says he is able to in the area But funding for venture a year ago
Court on or before April 8.
heat a quarter of his 30,000- the 1969 project expired,
It has not been without
1981 the date of hearing
foot greenhouse, or four dashing plans for the corn- some hare-raising failures
rooms, to a temperature of
Frances W Shea, Circuit
about •8 degrees when it is
Court Clerk
freezing outside.
A final settlement of acBusiness, you ought say. is
(Reviews Of Current Maybes At Murray Th•atr•s)
counts has been filed in the
hopping. But Schultz has
Ely KENT FORRESTER
Calloway District Court by
since branched out into
011ie Mae lane, Adanother commercial venture
ministratrix, of the estate
involving his rabbits.
of Elmer Dillon. deceased
He has formed Pacific
Exceptions to this settleYou know how slowly the * eyes averted through most of
Rabbitry: to
provide
ment must be filed in the
registered stock for breeders night passes when you're ly- the movie, and her voice is
Calloway District Court on
and fryers for local stores ing in bed and you're the on- little more than a whisper.
or before April 8. 1981 the
I did, however, enjoy the
with a growing demand for ly one awake in the house
date of hearing
know
and
you
you're
going
to
Sussex
local
color.
I
like
for
lows 7.alesterol rabbit meat.
awake
be
till
morning
and
movies
to
teach
me
There is a bit of market
Frances W Shea. Circuit
resistance in the latter ven- it's only 1 a.m.? That's how something about the way
Court Clerk
slowly
the
passed
time
for
other
people
live, or lived.
ture, however.
A final settlement of ac
"People in America are me when I watched the And Tess looks very authencounts has been filed in the
three-hour-long
Tess.
tic in its details of the 19th
still afraid of eating the
Calloway District Court by
Perhaps Roman Polanski, century dairy business,
Easter Bunny,'• Schultz
W Ray Kern. Administrator,
the director, was trying to rural games, and hay mowlaments.
of the estate of Mary B
Schultz, who majored in emulate the leisurely pace of ing. I wish the movie had
Kern. deceased Exceptions
ornamental horticulture in the Thomas Hardy novel, done more with this.
to this settlement must be
But judge for yourself. I
Tess of the D'Urbervilles, on
filed in the Calloway
which his movie is based. have the feeling that the
District Court on or before
But Hardy's novel was writ- leisurely pace of the movie
April 8, 1981. the date of
ten for the more leisurely may be appreciated by those
hearing.
19th century, when readers of you with more refined
taste.
Champlin,
Charles
an
didn't seem to mind if a
Frances W Shea. Circuit
ACROSS
3 Edgy
novelist halted his narrative LA Times reviewer, calls
Court Clerk
I Quart part
4 Handle
Aaswer to Saturday's Puzzle
Tess
the
picture
"best
of the
to describe a verdant
5 Fermented
A final settlement of ac5 Scale note
year."
And the movie is up
drink
meadow. The 20th century
OM
6 Redactor
CUUCC
counts has been filed in the
9 imitate
7 Partner
UCOOMIO OCCOCO doesn't usually appreciate for six Academy Awards, inCalloway District Court by
12 Maple genus 8 State Abbr
OM ODOM COCO such slow pacing. Polanski's cluding one for Best Picture,
Ortis H. Key. Clovis Key
13 Unemployed
9 irate
CO MOM CCU
But I have the feeling that
14 Born
10 Mountaintop
Brown and Lowell E. Key.
COO 00000 U10 slow panning shots of lily
15 Goddess of
1 1 Lampreys
ponds, hills, and forests are it's one of those works of art
COCO OLICUBCO
Co-Executors, of the estate
grain
16 Tin symbol
CUM CCM
artistically pleasing but plot- that is easier to praise than it
of 011ie Key. deceased. Ex17 Unlawful
18 European
COMM COCCO killing.
is to enjoy. Its respectability
19 Conceit
ceptions to this settlement
land
CI
ODOM
COO
21 Irritates
20 Simpleton
(due in part to its 19th cenmust be filed in the
CO COOUC COO
Tess is also slow because
22 Jog
22 Beginner
Calloway District Court on
OUCI COMO CO Polanski has a hard time tury English novel source),
24 Suffice
23 Highway
COMO CUMULI
its lumbering pace, its
or before April 8, 1981. the
25 Sob
25 Clothed
getting his characters from
COMO CCU=
26 Pronoun
date of hearing.
27 Municipality
travelogue-like photography
to
place
without
place
27 Ring
28 Dugout
- all these things help to
29 Scale note
wasting time. Like an
29 Devastation al Schedule
be
Frances W Shea, Circuit
make it attractive as an
31 Ethiopian
30 Grafted Her 42 Sensed
amateur
novelist
who
47 Basketball
Court Clerk.
title
Oscar nominee but bland as
34 Exploded
43 Or of
org
doesn't
know
get
how
his
to
32 Zeus s
36 Poker stake
entertainment. r I'll eat my
Celebes
49 Youngster
A final settlement of acbeloved
characters out of the house
37 Goes in
44 Halt
50 Time period
"Movies Are Better Than
counts has been filed in the
33 Cooled lava 39 Performer
45 Part of to
without
having them walk to
53 Dipht ong
34 Roll
Ever" T-shirt if it wins.1
Calloway District Court by
the door, open the door, close
35 Hypothetical
Tess, rated PG, has no exRichard Price and Jeanette
force
the door, and walk down the
plicit violence, and the
Suiter. Co-Executors, of the
36 Be present
front steps, Polanski gives
38 Illuminated
estate of Guy A Price.
us two-minute shots, for no camera, like the novels of
39 Some
deceased Exceptions to
the 19th century, cuts away
40 Negative
apparent purpose, of people
this settlement must be filfrom a rape scene before
41 Rational
as they walk from place to
ed in the Calloway District
42 Datum
matters get serious. The
place.
44 Robs
Court on or before April 8,
movie is very discreet.
46 UnderstandTess also needs a more
1981, the date of hearing
You might know by now
ing
dynamic character at its the winners of the Academy
48 Dull finish
Frances W. Shea, Circuit
center. The original Tess is a Awards. Here are my
51 Card game
52 Adriatic wind
Court Clerk.
sensitive, intelligent woman. choices I'm writing this on
54 Rip
full of will and verve. Polan- Sunday ): Elephant Mae for
A final settlement of ac55 Sailor
ski's Tess, played in a Best Picture, Sissy Spacek
56 Church part
counts has been filed in the
57 Icelandic
distracted way by Nastassia for Best Actress, Robert
Calloway District Court by
writing
Kinski, is a soft-spoken DeNiro for Best Actor, and
Mary Virginia Diuguid Hall,
DOWN
cipher, diffident and Martin Scorsese for Best
1 Moccasin
Executrix, of the estate of
2 Bar need
Ruth Filbeck. deceased Exuninteresting. She keeps her Director.
ceptions to this settlement
must be filed in the
OKAY,CHUCK, YOU'VE BEEN
ITS THE LAST OF THE NINTr-1
111'5 HERO TIME,
WERE 50 FAR AHEAD WE
Calloway District Court on
PESTERING ME FOR A
TWO OUTS AND WERE AHEAD CAN'T LOSE „YOU PITCH
CHARLES PONT
or before, April 8, 1981. the
CHANCE TO PITCH LET'S
FIFTY TO NOTHING...
THE LAST OUT,CHUCK,AND •E554
date of hearing.
SEE WHAT YQ.0 CAN DO_
I'LL SELL THE POPCORN'.
Frances W Shea, Circuit
1
cot
Court Clerk.
:0
f
rx)
A periodical settlement of
accounts has been filed in
the Calloway District Court
by Jewell McCallon, committee for Ira Wadkins. inI PROMISED
NEXT DAY
---AND TELL
competent. Exceptions to
MY ONLY STAMP
SLUGGO
NANCY NOT TO
this settlement must be filWON'T STICK
MAIL THIS
HERE'S A
USE JAM FOR
ed in the Calloway District
AND I DON'T
TO HIM TODAY
LETTER,
GLUE
Court on or before April 8.
HAVE ANY GLUE
SLUGGO
1981 the date of hearing.

I

At The Movies
'Tess' Is Long

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

EWE MENEM MEM
WEEM MEME MEM
WEEEM MENEM=
MENA= HOME
WM= ME WEE
WEE WEEMEM Ad
WEE WE WE dEM
WE MINA= WEE
WEE WE MEME
WWI= EMMA=
AMMER WEEdd
WEE MENA MEME
WEE WEE
ME

C

unnse a•Ar• 54,16c•••

EsARc.,Aini
AT $4800

IT'S A

Frances W Shea. Circuit
Court Clerk.
A periodical settlement of
accounts has been filed in
the Calloway District Court
by Phyllis Garland, Executrix, of the estate of
Mabel Creed, deceased. Exceptions to this settlement
must be filed in the
Calloway District Court on
or before April 8, 1981, the
date of hearing
Frances W Shea, Circuit
Court Clerk.

T1.4AT'5 A
TO U I-1
ONE AL

NEVER way!

4
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00a0
.
:
4
50METI41146

mYSELF!!

NOTICE TO CREDITORS
The following estate
fiduciary appointments
have been made in the
Calloway District Court. All
claims against these estates
should be filed with the
fiduciary within six months
of date of qualification.
Olga Antos, tfamilin KY
42046 Deceased Bernard
J Pospishel Hamlin, KY
42046 Executor. Wm
Donald Overbey. Overbey &
Overbey, 291 Main St
Murray, KY Attorney.
Adelbert Maurice Bassford
III, Rt 8 Box 609A. Murray
KY Deceased. Barbara Ann
Bassford. Rt 8 Box 609A,
Murray. KY Executrix,
Shephen C Sanders. 7th &
Main, Murray, KY Attorney
Frances W Shea, Circuit
Court Clerk.

2. Notice
Bible Facts Free Store for
the needy 759-4600

6. Help Wanted

1.-Legal Notice
A periodical settlement of
accounts has been filed in
the Calloway District Court
by Luther May, Trustee, of
the estate of Cyrene Wms
Hall trust Exceptions to
this settlement must be filed in the Calloway District
Court on or before April 8
1981 the date of hearing
Frances W
Court Clerk

Shea Circuit

BILL'S FISH
MARKET
CATFISH
Whole. ...lb. $1.70
Steaks . . . lb. $1.80
Boneless. Lb. 61.0C
BUFFALO
Whole . . Lb. 50
Cut Up . . . lb. 90'
Special
As Long As
It Lasts
Frozen Fresh Water
Catfish. .. Lb. 160`
407S. 4111

753-9381

4 Polyglass Goodyear
8-1 5 Raised
tires
White letters, 4 white
spoke rims, Dodge
van
truck.
or
1175.00. Coll 7591681.
Call Bill's Upholstery for all
your upholstery needs. We
have thousands of feet of
durable Scotchguard cloth
as well as many hyde and
vinyl. Behind Dairy Queen.
Call 753-8085.

Will clean offices or
houses. Call 7539587.

BIBLE CALL
New
Testament
Church - It's Names ,759-4444; Children's
Story - 759-4445.
If you are interested in a
morning Weight Watchers
class, call 753-0816 or 1530126
Gardens broke then
ordered with power
tiller ready for planting.
Also
bushhogging, blade
work. 753-8786 or
753-5619.
Moving? Spring cleanate
Have items you don't want?
Call New Concord Auction
Barn We will pickup, sell.
and mail you a check. Call
436-5353
Copy IL Restoration
We can retouch and
restore natural color,
block /I white or sepia
tone.

Carter Studio
304 Main Si 753 8298

Upkeep for the Friendsh p
Cemetary will be let by b d
on Saturday. 4th of April, at
1 PM Call 753-2370 after
4 pm for more information
What we do best is care.
Needline, 753-6333.

6. Help Wanted
Crafts Teacher for groups
and individuals, some retail
sales also involved Full
time, permanent position
Salary negotiable Call Action Personnel, 753-6532.

10. Bus. Opportunity
I1110,000 PEI
YEAR (POTENTIAL)
WOULD IOU LIRE 70 WIN
YOUR OWN INISINESS HANDLING A PRODUCT TNAT:
peroymod
•Is needed by ...yen n fon One
•Is approved by G S
,
snorowIndby,
ImAn4S$
Co
•Mas Sawn ant. ern oatmeal
pobbtatrons
•len MIN used by bras, cm. at
F.*. Store County & COY
woes

WOULD
YOU
OUNIESS THAT:

cleaner

LIRE

A

ellequires no Iron
•Ins mendiale non
•Will create
resat. IMOROP tIO
man
.4 baa presorovs torenne
your commonly

CAN TOUR
•r.r.r. S'S HO ler 40,000401.
awns on
•lnro comfortable on 3100.000 per
yeer
'Par, business Mel can roM pa. ela
bad of num
• MO MOWN • rnCa Ole
Nene Collect
404,154-6 2111 or own
Maid lade 3300 Bonen Need
ban ele
knee GAT.10341

9. Situationliant0
Will break and disc
gardens Call 753-5463 or
753-0144.

14. Want To Buy
Used exercycle. Call 7537906
Want to buy: Used card
table. Call 474-9729 or
475-2346 after 5 pm.
Want to buy iunk cars. Call
474-8838.
Want to buy two used twin
beds. 474-2259

15. Articles For 1--e
23 Cubic foot chest freezer;
Kenmore
portable
dishwasher, 42,000 BTU
central heat and air unit:
10 hp Gravely tractor with
mower, grader blade, tire
chains, and cart; 14'
Runabout. 50 hp Mercury
motor and trailer 7591621.
Does your house need painting? Olympic has a product
for every lob
Semi:transparent stain: solid color stain, acrylic-latex and
Olympic
over -coat.
Reasonable price, $12.50
per gallon and under. Murray Lumber Co.. 104 Maple
Street.
For sale: 10-speed bicycle;
baby stroller, and chain link
dog kennel. Call 753-4186.
Galvanized clothes line
Posts. 2"x84", holds 7
lines. $16.99 a pair. Wallin
Hardware, Paris.
Like new. Craig AM-FM
stereo, 8-track, turn table.
and speakers. $125. Also a
Craig AM-FM stereo, 8track, turn table. and
speakers. $50. Also a small
coffee table. $10. Call 7538465.
Minnows (med.) 3 dozen,
Nghtcrawlers. $1.19
dozen, Redworms, $1.19
box. 9 hook metal chain
stingers. 49t, 50 hook
trotlines, $10.00, 25 hook
trotlines. $5.50; Crappie
rigs, 3/51.19 East Y
Grocery. 753-8786.
Oregan chain saw chains.
3/8" pitch for 16- bar,
$7.99. for 20" bar. $8.99.
Wallin Hardware, Paris
Snapper mower blades:
26-. 28-. 30" or 33",
$5.99 each. Wallin Hardware. Paris.

16.Home Furnishings
Commodes. white A-grade.
$43 99 Wallin Hardware
Paris
For sale: 5 piece living room
suite, $100, Executive style
desk, $75. Beige area rug.
9x12, $50. 753-0778 after
5 pm.

.17. Vacuum Cleaners
Electrolux Sales and Service. Tony Montgomery.
753-6760

full

price,
$99.50 Call 1354-6521.
,d)R

18. Sewing Machines

$180 Per week part time at
home Webster. America's
foremost dictionary cornpany needs home workers
to update local mailing ists
All ages. experience unnecessary. Call 1-716-8455670 Ext 151
1. Storage Bldgs.
Built portable
buildings Cali 753-0984

Solid
19" st
stand
conditi
after 5

Used Filter

;

New sewing machine full
cash price $69 50, 20 year
guarantee Call Martha Hopper 1-354-6521

rgfri

12x 58
bedroom
$3800 (

19. Farm Equipment
Set of three 12- Ford
plows. spring trip, good
shape Call 436-2343.

custom

2. Notice

2t1

17. Vacuum Cleaners

Bentley s
Restaurant,
waitress needed Apply in
person 1 PM to 230

28. Mt

1975 Ford 3000 diesel,
1300 hours. 8' wheel disc.
three 14" plows Call 7533712 after 7 pm
Garden plows with wood
handles, double pointed
shovel, mouldboard, and 5prong cultivator, $29.99.
Wallin Hardware. Paris.
Garden seeder, plants 21
different vegetable seeds,
$3999 Wallin Hardware,
Paris.
Tillers 5 hp chain drive,
Briggs & Stratton engines
$239 99 Wallin Hardware.
Paris
Wheelbarrows. $19.99;
$29 99; 542.99, and 69.99.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.

20. Sports Equipment
The Pistol People Invest in
a feeling of security, largest
variety, lowest priced, no
registration or red tape in
Kentucky. Country Boy
Store, 9 miles west of
Hopkinsville !unction KY
164-117 Hours 8-5. Sunday
12-5.(502)885-5914

•

1

24. Miscellaneous
Aluminum Martin houses,
Lynn Grove Market. 4354171_
Firewood, cut any length,
mostly oak and hickory. $20
delivered. 489-2492 or 7534157.
Lawn mower batteries. 12
volt, 24 month guarantee,
$21.99. Wallin Hardware,
Paris.
One. two, three, and four
tread fiberglass steps. light
weight, salt will not
damage. Ideal for trailers.
Murray Lumber Co.. 104
Maple Street.
Oregan bars for Homelite,
Poulan, or Echo chain saws,
16", $16.99; 20", $19.99.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
Purple Martin houses. 6
room. $24.99. 12 room,
$36.99, 18 room. $49.99;
24 room, $59.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris.
PLANTS Garden, bedding,
houseplants, fruit trees and
shrubs. Open 8:30-2-00,
mornings, 5-7 PM evenings.
Monday through Friday. 8-5
Saturday. Sunny Acres
Nursery, 901 Johnny
Robertson road, 753-3619
and Murray Sport Marine,
718 South 4th. 753-7400

25. Business Services

1.

Two bet
pletely f
$150 pe
8964 aft
Two be
water
month
Highway
753-540!
Two be
low utili
$135 per
or 753-8(
Two bed'
court. fi
$80, sink
753-8216
Two bei
trailer, 3
ray Air.
heat, was
ed Stud
welcome
753-4120
Two bet
trailer, ce
Call 753-4
Two bed
Shady Oak
Trailer for
9104 or
1551

10:1Vis
Bu Id nq
ping C t
treatrnq
cold! 0
Aprd
018

Corn mercii
Olive Blvd
say Books
2967 after
Shop for re
of Murray
, 787

1 2c
handl,

For all your Avon needs call
753-6487

26. TV-Radio
Assume monthly payment
on a new Magnavox tv.,
paying only $7.96 down.
Leach's Music & T V., in the
Jim-Adams
shoppingcenter, Pans, TN,
Used 19" color t.v., also
repossessed 25- color with
remote. Low
monthly
payments. warranted 7537575.

POOL MANAGER,
LIFEGUARDS NEEDED

9

Applications are being accepted for a poo
manager and lifeguards by the Murray.
°noway County Parks Department. Applications may be obtained before April 15 a
he parks office, 10th and Payne Streets,
753-7640.

WE
OL
egOiffiERITIIES
Also household, lawn, indoors
and outdoorsi

Alu
Se
Aksmiew
moth.
COI WI
753-068

FOR DEPENDABLE
Prefissskosol Post Control
Termer

Kelley's Termite &
Pest Control, Inc.
Termites. You spend thousands of dollars for a
home but never think about termites - they couse
the most damage next to fire. Have your home
treated nowl 753-3914, Kelley's Termite 8. Pest
Control, 100 South 13th Street, Murray, KY
Over 33 years experience. Home owned and
operated.

F'lies
Silver F
Kent'
& Pe
loos
Mur

753

•

7
0

a% Aft osikikil

ma BatSR

a
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26. TV-Radio

30 &messltental 32. Apts.-For Rent

Solid state RCA color t
19 screen fancy wooden
stand and casing Excellent
condition $300 753-6744
after 5 pm

t

'1

I

38, 11111

MIa
Morasses*
Stsrees Specs
For Rosa
153-475S

43. Real Estate

Two bedroom furnished
apartment very close to
University 753-8211
Two bedroom furnished
apartment and one ellicien
cy apartment for a girl Call
753 3106
Two bedroom basement
apartment
furnished
North 16th Extended girls
or couples only 753-1310
Two bedroom duplex, appliances
furnished
available April 1st Phone
753-9400

49.-thad Cars

lb, Throe bedroom trailer io
a hike '5.13.11.1.310. A large 1.1.ing

53 Services Offered SI Services Offered

Bobs Home Improvement ViAmANNAmm.mAilWa
Service Remodeling pain
will emu yards dean pertog cement work general
home maintenenace and in- ils Wm doses wed bad
'ate,,.
sway calmego Cal 753spections free estimates
4947 ohm 5,35 pm.
27 Mobile Home Sales
753-4501
1,1•11., A.
MONWIWAPAPAPIll
end
a
Concrete and block brick
Vheville
,p 10r t
1208
r t.J ss0
2 32. Apts. Fa' Rent
MITCHELL RUCKTOPFING
work
Basements
bedroom mostly furnished
Apartments for rent near
New bruit veneer 6 room
driveways storm cellars Commercial and residenFor
sale
1978
$3800 Call 153-8417
Buick
4'
• voith 3 bedrucgru. 2 bathe
downtown Murray 753
door V6 $2500 1973 Im- porches 20 years ex tial Also patching sealing
.Ke Stove with hood and 40
and striping For estimates
•iii water beater Mt luded
pala 2-door V8 $350 perience 753-5476
28. Mob. Home Rents 4109
call /53-153/
n MI price of $44.000
753-9872
Two bedroom trailer, com- Almost new 2 bedroom
Carpenter Service New
Mills carpet installation
pletely furnished, very nice duplex, large rooms aphomes
1968 GTO 400 with Muncie
remodelmg
STROUT REALTY
rates
Joe I_ Kenna° Broker
$150 per month Call 753- pliances furnished, washer
4-speed transmission Call cabinets decks anything reasonable
"And that's your liberal trade-in
dryer hook-up in utility,
19121 oldoater Kd
with wood quality work guaranteed labor for one
8964 after 5 pm.
437-4645 after 530 pm
33.
Rooms
I Aid iiine
for Rent
private carport and patio
year No vinyl please Call
753-0186
Two bedroom furnished deck. After 330 PM, call
1972 MG Midget good con Phone 753-0565
allowance, huh?"
Gene Mills 753-0901
k
Rooms for rent one block
water furnished
THE PRICE WILL NEVER BE dawn $1500 Call 767 Dale Spencer s portable
$90 753-9574 or 753-6513
from University 753-1812
-F
st W
Need work on your trees?
43. Real Estate
month plus deposit
sand blasting and painting
LOWER for lake front pro- 2837
Topping pruning shaping
Highway 121 South Call For rent 2 bedroom apart- or 753-6933
$6000 down and you can
perty Owner will finance 1970
Call 753 6626 or 753 5198
Toyota
4-door
ments at Embassey. 753
complete removal and
1974 - Sehidt What bane
have your own mechanic
753-5405
28 acre tract at lust 11%
automatic with air new Expert rooter for hire Fast, more Call BOYER'S
ith pall out for extra listed
3530 or 753-4331 after 5 34. Houses For Rent shop Owner will finance
TREE
Build your own private tires and rebuilt
space. Central electric heat
Two bedroom furnished. pm
engine neat and cheap! Call 247- SERVICE for professional
Five, room unfurnished the balance Call Vicki at
and
retreat
air
IA-waled
in
on
a
this
large
beautiful
low utilities, Shady Oaks,
Excellent condition 474- 5163 ask for Daniel
000ded
tree
care
lox.
753-8536
.
Excellent
house in the county. $150 Spann Realty for more inlake setting or take advan- 2732
$135 per month 753-7980 For rent 2 bedroom
bsy •.
Fence sales at Sears now Professional
per month, $150 deposit form3'-,1 153 7724
tage of an excellent investtownhouse apartment
painting
or 753-8087
Call Sears 753-2310 for paperhanging
1911
Skyline
required Phone 753-3293
- 11179 oldster
ment. Priced to sell quickcarpet range refrigerator
paneling
trot heat and air, has Swim
free
Investors,
Two bedrooms, small quiet disposer
Illeaa's
estimate
Devolopors.
for your Commercial or residential
ly Ask for Wendy at Spann
dishwasher, after 5 pm
type roof with large covered
.1.40'I W.Ili to too this
Speciol
needs
court. reasonably priced washer-dryer hookup cenconcrete patio. Large,
Realty Associates, 75320 years experience Free
For rent. 5 room unfurnish1977 AMC Hornet station.
wrong* idoul for subbeautiful lot with etly water.
$80, single or couple Call tral heat and air Call 7537724.
ed house. Call 753-6944.
Clow tot,,,.
ivopon. 6 cylinder power FLOOR SANDING Staining estimates! 759-1987
divIsing
l•e•t•d
•t
753-8216 after 5 pm
7559 or 753-7550
and finishing CAI 354- SUNBIRD AIRLINES Daily
steering
1111isur•11
on -conditioned
It•O.
House for rent, 8 miles east
1978 Holly Park 3 bedroom,
6121
Two bedroom furnished
52400,
K lingsin•svid
Drive, this
2 bath with living r1W61 addicommuter flights between
of Murray near Panorama
lion. Central heat and alr.
piraporty whoa properly
trailer, 3 miles east of Mur- Furnished apartments, one
HATCHER
Guttering by Sears Sears Murray and Nashville Call
Shores 436-2582
Fully furnished. Tins is the
dirintlopod should mak. 25ray Air-conditioned, gas or two bedrooms Also
l'adillac of all mobile
continous gutters,,installed 489-2199.
AUTO
30 lots. Siwporii Megrim.
heat, washer, water furnish- sleeping rooms Zimmer- Two bedroom house; 1
homes Located on a large
per your specifications Call
mob., this good inv•stmout
lot with city rater, gout
SALES
ed Students of families man Apartments South bedroom apartment: 2
Sears 153-2310 for free
garden spot, fruit trees and
for the fieher•. <all fishy,
515111.1r
bedroom duplex. Call 753welcome $100 a month. 16th, 753-6609
grape arbor Slone to tow ii
Expert car and home
estimate
2967 after 5 pm.
753 4120
Shroatstereo repair.
New 2 bedroom duplex, all
GOOD INVEST1979 VW Scirocco. is in Gravel hauled Call 753Two bedroom furnished kitchen appliances, outside Three bedroom house. 2'7
WORLD OF SOUND
MENT
good condition gets ex- 6186 or 753-5948
Waldrop
trailer, central heat and air. storage,
references. acres land, stock barn
2225. 12th St.
cellent mileage 753-1378
Three bedroom brick
Real
General
Estate
home
repair
pond.
fenced
2
acres. Call
deposit. No pets. 753-0814
Call 753-4808.
753-5865
within
Murray-Calloway
walking
50.
Used
Trucks
Uncle MI Cooler 759-1707
Carpentry, concrete work
753-5297 after 5 pm.
distance of the
County Realty
Two bedroom trailer, in New 2 and 3 bedroom
plumbing,
roofing.
siding
1980 CJ-5 Renegade Jeep.
,i,arpt n nand saws and
University.
duplex near University. Three bedroom. 2 bath, Hey! Hey! Want a garden
This
Shady Oaks Call 759-4592
(502)7534146
carmel brown with lots of window and door in- skill saws. Call 753-4656.
den, living room, kitchen and a place for a
house could be good
304N 12tfs St
stallation
horse? We
Free
Trailer for rent Call 753- Fireplace Call 753-5791.
estimates
chrome.
6 cylinder. 4dining combination, fenced have it! A Vs tract
away,Ky. 424171
investment property
with 3
9104 01 after 5 pm 753- One bedroom furnished
speed power steering, tilt No lob too small, Colson Will do plumbing, heating.
backyard with tall hedge for bedroom brick home,
4.•••- 04'211.
as a rental, or would
apartment, water furnishbarn
1551
wheel,
lock-in
lock-out Construction 474-2359 or carpentry and roofing 753Cr...* Dye.- 753.M5
privacy, concrete patio and with 8 stalls and
be ideal for a young
2211.
fenced
Loose
$80 month plus
- HEIM
hubs, AM-FM stereo radio. 474-2276
30. Business Rental ed.
grill.
Excellen
t
sabredShan,
753-31143
couple's first home.
pasture. An additional
deposit, Highway 121
soft top Real sharp'
Will haul driveway white
Tony lbeeemene, Amilauw
neighborhood, on quiet feature is assumable
AI'S
Super
Shell
Price just lowered
VA
South. 753-5405
753.1331
$6000 Call /53-4007 after
rock and Ag lime also have
Building in Dixieland Shop
street near M.S.U. One year loan with small equity and
aoi a.Ia.. Peke.
South 4th Street
$3000 to $32,000.
5 pm
ping Center complete with
any type of brown or white
Two bedroom apartrnent lease required. $500 per
Murray
low interest rate. Let us
Phone 753-1222, Kopheating lighting and air
pea gravel Also do backhoe
kitchen appliances, washer month. Available June 1.
Complete
Auto
1976 Dodge Van. customizshow you a great invest- CANTERBURY, 3 bedroom,
perud Realty.
conditioning
Available
work Call Roger Hudson
and dryer hookup. Deposit 1981. Call 753-5805 after ment.
Repair. Free Labe with
ed, 58,000 actual miles,
You'll be glad you 2 bath home designed for
April 1 1981 Coll 753
THE
OLD
753-4545
or 753-6763
required. Call 753-0859.
530 PM.
oil and filter change.
3018
$2950. Call 1-354-6217.
did. Priced in the $40's Of- large family Enjoy spacious
COUNTRY
Warning! Don't read this
Three room furnished apart- Three bedroom house, gas fered by CENTURY 21 Loret- great room with fireplace.
7S3-71196.
STORE
1973 International truck
unless you're in need of
Commercial building on ment water furnished Call heat, air-conditioning, ta Jobs, Realtors. 153- large kitchen-dining area, 2
Lots of good property
van, 22'. 106 model good Garden preperation no Job roofing, carpentry
or elecOlive Blvd , formerly Univer- 753-9925
carpeted. washer-dryer 1492.
car garage and fenced
and lots of good
condition, price $2995.95. too small Call 436-5678 trical
work New or repair
sity Bookstore Call 753- Two bedroom duplex in hookup, $200 plus deposit
back yard in this nearly new
Call (901) 642-7190 ask for Tommy Phillips
memories go with
All guaranteed Call Joe
2967 after 5 pm.
home Let us show you toNorthwood Subdivision. Kit- 753-2835.
extension 45 or 37
this unusual listing.
Heating, refrigeration, and 753-9226 for free estimate
Call Spann Realty
Shop for rent 4 miles south chen appliances furnished. 35. Farms For Rent
Turn of the century
auto) day
Surplus Jeeps. Cars. and electrical repair
Bob's Wet basement? We make
Associates, 753-7724
of Murray on 641 492- No pets. Deposit required, For rent
General Store with
Trucks
Available thru Refrigeration
Old farm house.
Service, wet basements dry work
753-2965.
8287
all
the old display
Governmen
t
Call 753-3696 after 12
Agencies
Hazel.
KY.
498-8370
753-1222
or completely guarenteed Call
29 Acres of good
cases and many old
Many sell under $200. Call 753-7829 Bobby Lockhart
noon.
or write Morgan Conproducing form land
furnishings included
312-742-1143. Ext. 2641
struction Co.. Route 2. Box
with nice 3 bedroom
37. Livestock-Supplies ANOTHER NEW
in sale. Located in
for into on how to pur- Insulation blown in by 409A.
Paducah, KY 42001,
Sears, save on these high
ranch style home.
chase.
old Almo, property
REE MAR ARABIANS Book
LISTING
heating and cooling bills or call day or night. 1-442Priced reasonable.
your good mares for 1981
includes a full city
Attractive
Motors
3
52. Boats and
Call Sears. 753-2310 for 7026.
breeding season Three
block. Ideal for
Factory Direct - Coast to Coast
bedroom, 2 bath
14' Aluminum fishing boat free estimate
stallions 753-6126
restaurant or any
Best Quality & Lowest Prices
home approximately
ROOFING
and trailer. $275. Call 753- K & K Stump
Removal. Do
type retail business
Professional Services - Easy Terms
one year old. Located
1110411-41p SUMO.
38. Pets-Supplies
8401_
you need stumps removed Iteiereeces All work
including its present
in small subdivision
AKC Great Dane puppies,
a PROPERTY MANAGEMEN
Phone: 642-2281
Like new. 1976 Somerset. from your yard or land 9
to•il
Hwy. 641 S. Paris, Tn.
use as a General
Fro*
T
halfway
between
good bloodline 753-3749.
18 ft inboard/outboard. cleared of stumps? We can atalwates
Store, 839,500. Phone
Murray
and
Call 799-1159 or
165 hp Newly upholstered. remove stumps up to 24"
3nce in a lifetime a home
Dog obedience classes. AKC
Kopperud Realty,
Mayfield. Offered in
below the ground leaving
753-3119 or 753-2723.
like this comes along The
Now Taking Applications
German Shepherds and
753-1222 for all the
the mid 540's with
grounds of this stately two
AKC Austrailian cattle dogs.
MARINE SERVICE Evinrude only sawdust and chips YATES ROOFING Shingle
details.
For
assumable loan.
Call for free estimate. Bob
story id brick home gives
Call 436-2858
- Johnson - Mercury. OMC
Phone 75311222, KopKemp 435-4343 or Bob roofs, new or re-roofing, old
the ilium of a private 45. Farms For Sale
Sterndnve
Mercruiser
and
roof removed, replaced, or
41. Public Sale
perud Realty for
-estate- within the city 62 Atre farm for sale. 48 Murray Sport & Marine. Kemp, Jr. 435-4319
repaired. hot asphalt built
Real Service in Real
Garage sale. Monday
limits From the entry hall. acres tendable,
Licensed
electrician
South
718
753-7400
4th,
and
up roofs, metal roofs
tobacco
Estate!
through
to your right is a warm barn Call 489-2425.
Wednesday. 4;tyNrr
gas
installation
heating
inpainted roof coatings, and
APARTMENT
-3. 1V5 1-E13Stiff
Wed stallation
Children's clothes. antispacious living room with
and repairs. Call roll rooting. All types roof
Northwood Dr., Murray, Ky.
BUILDING
ques, odds and ends 306
fireplace, to your left is a 46. Homes For Sale
ALCOA ALUMINUM SIDING 753-7203
repair.
References furnishGood rate of return
Woodlawn.
1, 2 and 3 bedroom units. One bedroom
charming library with floor For sale 3 bedroom brick, or vinyl siding and trim
ed 18 years experience. all
on this 2 story, 4 unit
to ceiling bookcases, to the large kitchen-family room Aluminum trim for brick Leaf raking husband and
43.
Real
Estate
handicapped units.
work guaranteed Call -The
rental property.
rear is the formal dining with lots of cabinets Call houses lack Glover. 153- wife team $4 per hour Professionals
'', 753-4596
each Call Mon-Weds 753Priced in the $50's.
room and compact kitchen 753-5791 or 753-2649
1873
hordes & Thooroms.
Apply Mon. Fri. I I n.re. to 1 pa'.
901-642-0158 collect
or
8877
Assumable loan and
with storage in every corInsvranco &
Aluminum
Service Co
owner financing
57. Wanted
The Village, 641 North
ner On the second floor. Two bedroom house with 2
WEST
Real Estate
aluminum and vinyl siding
available,
you will discover three garage apartments, leaf
Family of tour looking for
KENTUCKY
Semifluid*
custom
trim
502-437-4157
work
Cowart Sq.
reasonable terms.
bright airy bedrooms with hospital, $400 per month
country building site near
ASPHALT
References Call Will Ed
Merrily, Kentucky
Phone 753-1222, KopEqual Housing Opportunity
the master bedroom having income, 825,000 Write to
Coating ond
Murray Two to 25 acres
Bailey 753-0689
753-4431
sealing
it's own fireplace This P.O. Box 112. Murray
perud Realty.
with woods and some open
COLDWATER LAWN &
753 B163
home has the charm of 47. Motorcycles
land Call 759-4901
SHOP
yesterday, the comforts of For sale 1975 Kawasaki GARDEN
today and the conveniences 175, mint condition, only Lawnmowers Roto-tillers
chain saws. expertly
of tomorrow Won't you 2350 miles, asking
$675
repaired
Pickup and
come and let us give you Outstanding gas
mileage
225 L. P. Miller St. (Across from Consmondy Conte,
delivery available 489your private tour today? Call Call 759-1303
2853. 8 AM to 5 PM.
Specializing in Senior Citizens
759-1492 Offered by CEN(Clip This Ad From The Paper
TURY 21 Loretta lobs. For sale Kawasaki KZ-550,
And Save For A Handy Reference)
Open Hours
2000 miles Call 753-0928.
Ac con copy and non
Realtors
storm prints into light
Mon., Tues., Thurs., Fri., Sat.
1976 Yamaha DT-175B dirt'
or heavy oils
street Good condition Only
8-12 753-3685
Carter Studio
2.800 miles. $415 Call
Chimney Sweep Service. All types Chimneys. Cleaning and
MIMI St 754 8798
For Appointment
after 6, 767-4455
Renee.
Police ,
1919 Yamaha MX-100, exNights 492-8983, Days 753-4150
ID-MA;
cellent condition $750
911
REAL ESTATE
Call 753-3672.
Let Professionals
753-8080
48.
Auto. Services
G•neral
Nrstn•
manicure your lawn.
Professional Services
For sale 1964 Rambler
Repair Carpenter!
Commercial
end
With The Fnendly Touch"
Parts 753-8877
c•ncret•
Murray-Calloway
Residential
lan,BETTER BUY!!
TO
plead/alai
reeling
dscaping and /awn
49. Used Cars
County Hospital
Service
Goo
i
location-cl
ose
siding, windows and
maintenance. Mowi•
240 Lb. Asphalt Shingles
1976 Chevrolet, high
$15.95 sq.
to
shopping.
ii•or
instiellati•n
753-5131
ng, Pruning and
Co.
mileage, extra clean, power
Remodeled 1'2 story
240
Free •stintatei N.
Fibergla
Lb.
Shingles
ss
,
wrapper
in
.
$16.95
.
sq.
Spraying. Prompt
steering, brakes, windows,
brick home with big
lob trio small'
Service,
Free
15 lb. Felt
Alsomisium and Vinyl
locks $2000. Can be seen
$6.95
roll
comfortable rooms Colson
Estimates.
at 1510 Sycamore
Siding, Custom trim
2 large bedrooms
30 lb. Felt
$6.95 roll
work. References.
Construction
down, 2 bedrooms
1974 Caprice, Iciw mileage
T&
D
90
lb.
Roll
Roofing
Calloway County
Cell Will Ed Bailey,
$8.95 roll
all options $1695 1953
up. located in Hazel
074-2331
753-0689.
Rescue Squad
Ford tractor. good condi
60 Lb. 1/2 Lap Roofing
Landscaping
on a 75 x 140 lot, nice
$4.95 Roll
or
Iron. $1695 1975 Honda
vanety of fruit trees
474-2276
26 in. x 8 ft. Fiberglass
753-6952
$3.95 sheet
125 motorcycle like
and garden area.
$475 153-3942
26 in x 10 ft. Fiberglass
$4.95 sheet
Very affordable at
just $29,900. Take ac26 in. x 12 ft. Fiberglass
$5.95
sheet
free
tion - call today!!
1979 0421s Delta
Radio Cob
in.
36
Corroga
ft.
x
6
ted
Asphalt
Roofing
$4.95
Termite Inspection
sheet
88
Royal Coupe.
Company
GREEN VALLEY
/
1
2x4x8 Decking Plywood
Powec and air.
$6.95 sheet
Flies. Roaches.
LAKE
One owner local
5 Gal. Fiberglass Roof Coating
CUSTOM
KITCHEN
$10.74 can
Silver Fish &Shrub,Quality Service
PROPERTIES
,
$5 350.00
CABINETS
CIISTOM
5 Gal. Roof Cement
4 wooded lots
$10.74 can
Company
Kelley's Termite
WOODWOOKING
PURDOM
overlooking beautiful
1 gal. Roof Cement
$3.25 Can
Pest Control
6 a 'Pt Midnight
Heating mod Are Con
Ky. Lake. 3 lots 80 x
OLDSMOBILE
•T VI TOM BINE I 1,11111311111
7 Days A Week
Roofing Nails 50 Lb. Box
100S. 13th St.
datoeung Soles. Soles
120 and 1 lot 250 x 140.
24.95 box
PONTIAC
•CVITIllal OMIT KITCHEN
Murray, Ky.
and Service Modern
Excellent boating,
phone
White aluminum roof starter 15 centsr liner foot.
CADILLAC
C•111INITS
Street Metal & Service
fishing, concrete
753-5315
753-5940
Deportment&
boat slips across
753-5351
from lots. Only $6,000
1212 MAIN
or 753-5352
1978 Ford LTD wagon
753-9290
each.
817 Paris Reed
1978 Fairmont Squire Will
sell either one Call 753
Mayfkolel, Keetecky
6322
Dodge Cult, good
condition, carp.
clean, good gas
mileage. 61750 for
Quick Sale! 767-4441.
74

MOBILE HOMES
TENNESSEE HOME CENTER

MUR-CAL
APARTMENTS

Dial-A-Service

HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP

I

111 Chimney Doctor

1

911

ROOFING
SAVE 30 40%

Aluminum

436-2333

OZ.

OERwrs

Taxi Cab
Service

LUCKY STRIKE SALVAGE

753-3914

753.8080

_

ar•

a
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!Deaths and

Final Rites Held
For Mrs. Overby

Funerals'

Rev. J. C. Lilly,
Brother Of Murray
Man, Dies Sunday

Huai rites for Mi Elvis
Smith Overby of
Dexter were held Sunday at
the Rev J C.
2 p in. at the chapel of the
Max Churchill Funeral brother of George T. Lilly of
Home with the Rev. James Murray, died Sunday at the
Hale officiating and the Har- Salem Nursing Home at
din Baptist Church Choir Salem. He was 84 years of
age and a resident of
providing the music.
Pallbearers were James Ma non.
Pntchett. Doug Wallace, The deceased retired Nov.
Dave Wilhite, Bobby Ford, 1, 1978 as pastor of the C,enJames Morris, and Ricky tral Baptist Church, Marion,
Clarke. Burial was in the after being a gospel minister
for 64 years. He was born
Brooks Chapel Cemetery.
Mrs. Overby, 69, died Dec. 21,1896.
Survivors include his wife,
Thursday at 4 p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County Mrs. Mildred Toler Lilly,
Hospital. Born Oct. 2,1911, in Marion, to whom he had
Calloway County, she was been married for about 57
the daughter of the late Dick years; seven daughters Smith and Viola Ross Smith. Mrs. Jesse (Joyce ) Spencer,
formerly of Murray, Hawaii,
She is survived by her husJane
Corley,
band, Elvis Overby; three Mrs.
Tenn., Mrs. Joel
daughters - Mrs. William Shelby
Thorn and Mrs. Toy Green, Johnson, Arlington, Va.,
Dexter, and Mrs. Dan Mrs. Ann Hollister. South
Morefield, Mayfield; two Boston, Va., Mrs. Rosa Mcsons, Dick Overby, Cage, Santa Ana, Cal., Mrs.
Nashville, Tenn., and Tim Donna Porter, Oklahoma,
Overby, Orrville, Ohio: one and Mrs. Peggy Chandler,
brother, Hudson Smith, Mur- Ohio; two sons, Danny Lilly,
California, and Bill Lilly,
ray: 15 grandchildren;
Columbus,Ohio.
seven great grandchildren.
Also surviving are one
sister, Miss Rosalie Lilly,
Marion; three brothers- G.
T. of Murray, R. H. of Holly
Springs, Miss., and B. F. of
Marion; 22 grandchildren;
The funeral for Mrs. F. four
great grandchildren.
Reid I Kay) Hearn is being
The funeral will be held
held today at 2 p.m. at the Wednes
day at 2 p.m. at the
First United Methodist Chur- Central
Baptist Church,
ch, Mayfield, where she was Marion, with
burial to follow
a member, with the Rev. in the Marion Cemete
ry.
Clarence E. Hare, the Rev.
Friends may call at the
Ann Bledsoe, Dr. Jerry B. Tucker Funera
l Home,
Carr, and Dr. Jerry Jeffords Marion, after
2 p.m. on Tuesofficiating.
day.
Burial will follow in the
Highland Park Cemetery,
Mayfield, with the arrangements by the Byrn Pro es of stocks of local interest at
11
J m lorol time today. furnished by First
Funeral Home.
Mrs. Hearn, 41, a resident of Michigan Corp , of Murray
of Highland Club Estates, Industrial Average
45.• unc
Mayfield Route 1, died Fri- Air Products
American Motors
4.• one
day at the Baptist Memorial Ashland
36% one
Hospital, Memphis,c Tenn., American Telephone
6Ix+fi
after a brief illness. She was Chrysler
Ford Motor
23-Ix
a teacher at Lowes High GA F
13-Ix
General Dynamic
34-I.
School.
General Motors
Survivors include her hus- General Tire
band, E. Reid Hearn, presi- Goodrich
27 one
Goodyear
19'iel•
dent of Security Federal Gulf Oil
Savings and Loan, one Heublein
33',".
62-1
,
1
daughter, Traci Hearn, and IBM
Jerico
U'isa
one son, F. Reid (Bubba ) K -mart
Hearn, Jr., all of Mayfield; Kuhn's Big K
Pennwalt
26+
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Quaker
Oats
Joe Y. Wright, and her Texaco
36.6+
grandmother, Mrs. W. T. U.S. Tobacco
Wendy's
IVO,17a
McPeake, all of Morris
C.E.F.15.56
Chapel,Tenn.

Funeral Is Today
At First Church
For Mrs. Hearn

Stock Market

Fish n'Fries
$

•2fish filets
•2 huSh puppies
•crisp rmncn tries

Captain D's.
seafood & hamburgers
...like you like It

1976 Lincoln Ceoths•ntol
Mark IV
Block on block, burgundy interior.
25,000 miles one
owner, new car trade in, like new.
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Curris....
the board are prejudiced in favor of
Dr. Curns.''
Following the exanunation of each.
Hurt requested regents Ed Settle,
Princeton; Charles Howard, Mayfield
and Sara Page, Paducah to voluntarily remove themselves from the proceeding because of alleged bias favoring Curris.
When each refused to step down.
Chnstopher, as chairman ruled that
they must step down, but his ruling
was overturned by a 4-2 vote of the
board members. Christopher and
Jerry Woodall, Lexington, who both
voted in favor of preferring charges
against Curris in meetings Feb. 21-22
and March 14, were on the losing side
of that effort. Settle, Howard and
Page along with board vice-chairman
William Carneal, Owensboro, all
favored the members to remain
seated.
.
Attorneys for the regents pointed
out that it was highly unusual for
board members to be allowed to vote
an a motion that directly affected the
individual regent.
More legal maneuvering cropped
up following the voir dire of Settle, the
first regent questioned by Hurt. After
Settle refused Hurt's request that he
voluntarily remove himself, the
regents' attorneys pointed out to
Christophelhat as chairman, he had
the authority to rule on the matter.
"Is he saying to you Christopher
that you have the authority as chairman to rule ... without consideration
of any other members of the board,"
Carneal asked. "I certainly don't
agree with that."
Christopher ruled that Settle could
not sit on the board, and, on advice
from Overby, announced that the
"chair deems that there's not a
quorum present," apparently in an attempt to halt the hearing. Kentucky
statutes require a majority of the
members of such a board to constitute
a quorum. MSU's full board includes
10 members.
Logan then pointed out to the other
members of the board that they "have

Continued Irani Page 1
a right tu challenge the ruling of the
chair..''
Then, on a menial by Carneal, the
board voted 4-2 to allow Settle to
maintain his seat. The same action
was repeated on the other two
regents
requested by Hurt to step down.
Earlier in the hearing Logan had requested Christopher to voluntarily
-remove himself" as chairman of
the
proceeding, alleging that the circuit
court action had "antagonized the
chairman," but Christopher refused,
saying, "If you want me to remove
myself then I'll remove myself from
the entire room."
A heated exchange between attorneys, as well as a separate verbal
battle between some members of the
board and Christopher, ensued when
Christopher announced shortly after 5
p.m. that the hearing would be recessed until 8 a.m. Monday.
Logan asked if the attorneys for the
regents could provide him with a list
indicating the order in which the remaining eight charges would be heard
so that he could advise his witnesses.
Logan said he did not want the
witnesses to be forced to spend hours,
or perhaps days, waiting to testify.
Overby, the only regents' attorney
remaining in the room, told Logan he
could not, and would not, make such a
commitment without consulting with
co-counsel. It was later reported that
Hurt told Logan that an attempt
would be made to determine the order
in which the charges would be
presented.
The bickering among the regents indicated that at least three members of
the board wished to continue the hearing Saturday night as well as to
reconvene on Sunday.
Attorneys for the regents, however,
pointed to a decision by the board at
its March 14 meeting not to hold sessions on Sunday and said their
witnesses had not been advised to be
availablethat day.
Following opening arguments on
the charges, which did not get underway until almost 2 p.m., attorneys for
the regents requested that all the

Shoplifting Cases Reported
Along With Accident, Assault

The Murray Police Department
reported four additional shoplifting
cases.
According to a police spokeman, all
were charged with theft by unlawful
taking under $100. Each was fingerprinted and had a mugshot taken for a
permanent police file, the spokesman
said.
Two separate incidents were
reported at Kroger March 27. John M.
Pickett, 20, Pope, Mo., was charged
for allegedly taking a package of ham
worth 55 cents, the spokesman said.
William Culligan, 19, Fort Lauderdale, Fla., also was charged for
allegedly taking a package of ham
worth 55 cents, the spokesman added.
At Big John's, Shirley Hawkins, 41,
was arrested March 26 for allegedly
taking pork chops worth $2.83, the
spokesman said.
Dortha Merle Kim bro, 60, 841 Hurt
Dr., was arrested March 27 for
allegedly taking $9.56 of items, in-

eluding chocolate, cheese, flower
bulbs and a roast, at Big John's, the
spokesman said.
The police spokesman also reported
that Peter Van Ameringen, 29, Route
8, was charged with DUI following a
one-car accident Sunday night on
Highway 121.
According to police reports, Van
Amengen's vehicle was headed south
on 121 when he lost control of the vehicle and struck a utility pole.
Van Amerigen and a passenger,
Charles Rogers, Route 3. were not injured, the spokesman said.
From the Calloway County Sheriff's
Department, four persons, including
two juveniles, were charged will
third-degree assault in an incident at
the State Line Road March 28, a
sheriff's official said.
Charged were David Michael
Williams, 22, Route 1, Dexter; Terry
Dale Smotherman, Route 5, Murray,
18: and two juveniles.

One-Legged Robber
Gets Up To 31 Years
A one-legged man Friday
was sentenced up to 31 years
in prison for the Nov. 5 robbery of a west Tennessee
bank.
Johnny Pace, 50, was convicted of robbing the Henry'
Branch of the Commercial
Bank and Trust Co., according to reports.
Two tellers testified that a
one-legged man on crutches

Livestock Market

whom they identified as
Pace robbed them at
shotgun point of about $8:5100,
the reports said.
Following the robbery,
Pace and Tennessee and
Kentucky law enforcement
officials, including local officers, were involved in a
high-speed chase throught
west Tennessee and west
Kentucky,the reports said.
Henry' County deputies
and Paris police officers filled the getaway' car with
Revival services will be shotgun pellets during the
held'at the Kirksey Baptist chase. Pace was slightly
Church starting tonight wounded and police found
.( Monday and will continue some of the bank's money in
through Sunday, April 5, the car along with a quantity
with the Rev. J. R. Craig of of money and a sawed-off
shotgun, the reports said.
Elkton as the speaker.
Pace said after the trial
The 'pastor, the Rev.
Mason Bevill, urges the that "We're going to appeal
public to attend the services
at 7 p.m. each evening. W. A.
Erwin will direct the song
service with Gela Edwards
as organist and Cindy
A supper for all farmers
Cossey as pianist.
and theirvvives will be held
Wednesday night, April 1, at
the Hazel Community
Center.
The supper is being sponSubscribers who have not sored by Southern Planters
received their home -delivered of Hazel and Coker Seed
copy of The Menu lolget TIM by Corn Company.
5:30 p.m. Monday -Friday or by
3,30 p.m. Saturdays are urged
Federal-State Market News Service
to call 731111111 between 5311 p
March 30. 1941
sad 6 ea., Nakao *sage Inky w Kentucky Purchmie Area Hog Market
Report Includes 6 Buying stations
pi aud4p.. 54toUTI
Receipts Act 1216 Est 503 Barrows 8,
A circulation deportment em- Gilts
2.5*-504 lower sows uneven under
ployee is on duty during these 500 lbs steady to 50t lower
over 500
time periods to insure delivery lbs 11 26.150 higher
US 1-2 210-240 lbs
139
25-39 75
of your newspaper Calls must US 2
210-250 the
$39 0039 2.5
be placed bye pre weekdays or. US 2-3240-360 lbs
PI(0-3901
4p. Saturdays to guarantee US 2-4 750-270 lb, Sows
delivety.
US 1-2279-330 Ibn
1132 (0-3350
The regular business office SU 1-3 3004501M
833 00-34 50
hours of The Mem leapt 4 Taus- US 1-3 450-500 lb.
134 5038 50
136 50-40 Oo
are S to. Is 5 so.. Monday US 1-3 500450 Ito
Iear 941 50
through Friday and I so $.e.* LIS 24360440 lb.
032 0021 21
Saturdays,
Boers 127 00.36 00

Revival Services
To Continue

Ky. 1API - f USDA I
- Estimated receipts cattle and
calves 2000; compared to last week's
close slaughter steers mostly 50-75
higher. instances I 001.50 higher late.
heifers steady to weak, cows and bolls
fully steady, seaters poorly tested early ; calves untested, feeder steers
steady, instances 1 00 higher on
weights under 500 pounds; heifers
steady; choice slaughter steers 9151285 lb 59.511-61.60: several part loads
late 622642.70,good and choice 9801150 lb 5760-5950; good mostly
dairybreds 1125-1275 lb 50.26-5456,
slaughter heifers choice 6501135 lb
572640.26; some 910-1070 lb 54.6055 50; few good and choice 403-900 lb
5501-5726, utility euir3 4200-45 75,
few high dressing 44 00-47 50; cutter
39.75-44 n: canner and cutter under
800 lb 3375-3975. sLeughter bulls
grade 1-2 1180-11155 lb 53 00-60.00; grade
2 1090-1450 lb 46.00-53 75: couple choice
270-275 lb vealers 79.0079.50; feeder

Farmers' Dinner
To Be Held

MISS
YOUR PAPER?

Hog Market

1969 lloseto-Lhee Ilesesebsoi
34 feet long, power plant. air conditioning, clean
good condition

Carroll VW-Audi-Mazda,Inc.
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charges uri wanechately made a
part
Hurt
1.1on I egeriLs he believes the
of the rev urd uf the proceeding .
Hurt
evident, will stiuw that t urns
and Logan had both referred to
"put
the
tuniseit aca_, the board ..
that he
charges in their statements but had
was the ultiiitetx authority
and you
not mentioned significant details
are the puppets
about them.
"We dispute all material and
"We don't want Dr. Curris tried in
factual allegations made in the
charges,"
the papers over the weekend," Logan
Logan countered in his opening
said, in objecting to the request.
statement.
"This amazes me," Hurt said. "All
-We do not believe any charges
I've been hearing is that they're going
as
made would constitute a sufficie
to release the charges."
nt
legal basis for removal ( of
Owns)
Logan, however, maintained that if
even if all were true," Logan said.
the regents' attorneys were going to
Christopher rejected a request
present the charges only one at a
by
Logan that all of the charges
time, he thought they should
be
be
dismissed,
released on the same schedule.
The only charge on which testimo
Curris and his attorneys had said
ny
was taken Saturday involved an
allegearlier that they planned to release
ed attempt to have third-d
the charges prior to Saturday's hearegree
burglary charges filed against
ing but they would not do so if legal
Kenneth Gordon, a Marshall County
resiproceedings were not resolved. Logan
dent at the time, dismissed.
said the appeals Friday by the
That case involved the alleged
theft
regents' attorneys, heard by Kenof equipment from the Blackbu
rn
tucky Court of Appeals Judge AnScience Building on the campus.
Gorthony Wilhod and later by the
Kendon was suspected of using the
equiptucky Supreme Court, had prevent
ed
ment to manufacture illegal drugs
them from preparing a proper written
in
Marshall County, a charge on which
response to the charges.
he was later convicted in U.S.
District
During a recess of the hearing,
Court in Paducah.
Logan briefed reporters about
the
Callowa
y County Attorney Max
general nature of the charges but
Parker testified that he receive
d a
would not reveal the actual wording
.
phone call from vice president for
stuMost of the charges were referred
to
dent development Frank Julian
and
during opening statements by atthat Julian told him the universi
ty
torneys.
"had decided to drop the
charges
The nine charges against Curris, as
against .. Gordon."
outlined by the attorneys,involve:
"It immediately made me mad,"
) University funds being
Parker told the regents, adding
that
deposited in the MSU Foundation
later that same day, he mentioned
the
rather than with the state treasury.
incident to others, including
some
12.) Alleged interference on the part
local attorneys, over lunch at a
local
of Curris in felony prosecution
in
restaurant.
Calloway County.
Parker said that either later that
(3.) Refusal of Curls to supply' inday, or the next day, he decided
to
ternal audit documents to regent
confront Curris on the matter to
"see
Steve West.
if he was responsible."
(4.) An alleged $350,000 in "unapParker said that Curris told him he
propriated funds" involved in the
had discussed the matter with
Julian
$1,771,800 budget reduction during
and he had concurred with Julian
on
1980-81.
requesting that the charges be drop(5.) Receipts from the Ohio Valley
ped.
Conference from league participation
Julian and Curris both refuted that
in televised athletic events
being
statement in later testim
ony,
deposited with the MSU foundaton.
however. Julian said he made the
rei 6. "Petty politics" coming into
quest of Parker because of a phone
play in an effort on the part of the City
call he had received from Dr.
Wendell
of Murray to get the university to
parGordon,the suspect's father, who
had
ticipate in the purchase of a ladder
indicated the youth was facing more
truck that would reach the taller dorm
serious charges in federal court at
the
buildings on the campus.
same time.
(7.) Curris allegedly mishandled a 11
Julian said the decision to make
the
federal grant that was to be used to
request of Parker was his own and
not
upgrade the university FM radio
staErected by Curris.
tion.
Parker
indicat
ed
that Curris told
i 8.1 Curris allegedly used surplus
him he was concerned about the
comfunds remaining after the complet
ion
ments he made about the matter
at
of the Waterfield Library in other
the lunch. Parker said it was
pointed
buildings on campus.
out by one of those at the restaur
ant
i 9. That the naming of
the
that Gordon was related to
Dr.
Wrather-West Kentucky Museum
.
Howard, at the time chairman of
the
originally named the Wrathe
r
board. i Gordon is Howard's nephew
Museum by the board and later
by marriage.)
changed to its present name, was
Under questioning from Howard,
all
mishandled by Curris.
involved in the testimony on the
inciHurt had charged in his opening
dent agreed that Howard had not
been
statement that evidence would be ofinvolved nor had even contact
ed
fered that Curris had circumvented
anyone about the matter.
state laws "to avoid accountabilty to
Curris said that he was not directly
the board."
involved, that the only thing he
new
He said he recognized that "we are
about the incident other than what
he
embarking upon an exercise in futilihad read in the newspaper, was
what
ty" and that the "evidence we
are
Julian had mentioned to him.
He
presenting will fall on some
deaf
denied that he directed Julian to make
ears."
the phone call to Parker.

Good Thru

steers medium frame 1 300-400 lb 49 00;6.50, 400-500 15 66(0-7430; 14 head 402
lb 77.25., 500400 lb 65.7S-0000, 626-700
lb 62 0066 00, 7013431 lb 61.0064.00.
large frame 1 145-440 lb 71 50. medium
frame 2 325-600 lb 59.25-66 00; large
frame 2 mostly holstein, 320-402 lb
55.0057.50: 465-580 lb 53.50-54.25: 6351025 lb 47.25-52.75, heifers medhan
frame 1301-526 lb 55.0063 25. 500700 lb
5525-500.; 12 head 531 lb 62.25; large
frame 1 3(0-670 lb 56.75-61 65: medium
frame 2 300-500 lb 54.5056.50 500-700 lb
47.00-54.00;
Hogs 800; compared to last
Thursday barrows and gilts .25
higher; US 1-2 215-260 lb 40.513-40 as.
US 2201-255 lb 40 25-40 50: US 2-3 230270 lb 39.25-40 25. US 3 250-275 lb 38.81)3925; sows near steady US 1-2 350-400
lb 26.26-3926, 400450 lb 39.00-40.00;
450-500 lb 4060-4126. 500-600 lb 41 00
42.00; US 2-3 350-450 lb 33741-3600,
utility 30.90: boars over 300 lb 32253350;
Sheep untested.
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(We to Wall, or In Our Modern Plant)

* FREE ESTIMATES *
Phone 753-2553

BOONE'S CLEANERS
"The Cleaner Interested I. Tee"
SOS lisio Si. Morey Ky.

jSuchiligijam sap, Itb.
TRADITIONAL CLOTHING FOR
GENTLEMEN AND LADIES
Dixieland Center - Murray, Ky.
Mon Sob 9:00 o.m.-5:00 p.m.'
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